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Recognition Squabble

ACLU Pledges Support to GLF
As Possible Court Battle Looms
The American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU r has taken up the cause of the
Gay Liberation Front (GLF( at SJS.
Representatives of the GLF took their
case to the monthly meeting of the
ACLU last night. The GM, was denied
recognition as an official campus organization last Friday by Acting President Hobert Burns.
ACLU stressed the fact that the GLF
must have exhausted all administrative
channels open to them, and that all
available methods had failed. The GLF
established that they had gone through
all the proper channels in applying for
recognition. The only step open is an
appeal to Gov. Reagan.
GLF is not able to appeal the decision at the college level, due to a
precedent set last year in the issue of
Black athlete’s scholarships. The decision at that time was that a student

organization cannot sue the parent organization
in this case the college.
The next step will be for the GLF,
through the ACLU, to contact Elliott
Steinberg, Santa Clara County ACLU
legal co-ordinator. The local ACLU
an
chapter also plans to apply to
Francisco for legal assistance and
funds. It is estimated this process will
take about a month.
Since the case will be taken to a
federal court, it is a constitutional issue. According to ACLU board member Andy McDonald, the denial of GLF
recognition is a direct denial of the
First Amendment.
GLF now has the support of the
ACLU. The official motion passed at
the Jan. 13 meeting read: "If all available methods and recourses on campus
failed to make group status possible
for these people then ACLU could

Fees To Increase in Fall?
The state college material and service fees should be higher in fall 1970,
according to Glen Guttormsen, business and financial affairs director.
Guttormsen said yesterday that the
cost of student services, salaries, operational expenses and equipment, paid
from the fee, will then be higher than
the amount of money coming in. Higher
costs mean higher fees, he continued.
The predicted "adjusted" fees will be
determined by the Chancellor’s office,
which would apply state-wide, he
stated.
Enactment of Gov. Reagan’s proposed 5 per cent salary increase alone,
he said, would justify an increase.

The spring 1970 fees has increased
$4 over fall 1969’s $70. He explained
that the addition will go toward the
College Union.
Guttormsen was asked if this means
pricing people out of a college education in view of the ceiling on federal
loans and increased number of persons
seeking summer jobs.
He called this a "compelling argument" for opposing continued hikes.
However, he went on, the California
State College material and service fee
compared to other state higher educational institutions is "among the lowest, If not the lowest."

Survival Faire Nears
With Monday Kick-Off
Survival Faire blooms Monday.
"Survival Faire ... is only a part of
a larger plan to turn this college (SJS)
Into a Survival College." according to
a statement released by Humanities
160, the class that is organizing and
directing Survival Faire.
The week-long series of panels, exhibits, speeches, films, theater and contests is designed to increase awareness
of the gravity of the environmental
crisis.
The Faire will occupy the entire College Union all week and will climax
with the burial of a 1970 automobile on
Friday.
Students will buy the car tomorrow,
and push it to SJS, where it will "lie
in state" all week.
Under the publicity veneer of balloons, buttons, flags, and bumper stickers lies the heart of the Faire: man’s
survival in a deteriorating environment.
Scientists, educators and politicians
will join students on panels discussing
various aspects of the ecological crisis.

Semester Fees
Payable Today
Turn -in of registration materials and
payment fees can he made today or
Monday, from 8-4 .m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
A $5 late fee will he charged to students who have not paid their fees by
4 p.m., Monday,1111WPVI‘r, students with
classes after 4 p.m. may turn in their
t paying a late
registration fees with
fee on Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 11;17, from 3-8 p.m.
Registration materials and fees will
not he accepted after Friday, Feb. 27.
Students can make health insurance
payments in the Student Affairs Bush’
netts Office after turning In their packets until Friday, Feb. 20.

Survival Faire kicks off Monday with
panels on "The Population Bomb,"
"Black, Brown and White on Population," and "The Brown Man: A Man
in Harmony with his Environment."
The Congress of Wonders theater
group will perform at noon, and the
film festival will open at 7 p.m.
Cartoonist Dan O’Neill, creator of
the San Francisco Chronicles’ "Odd
Bodkins," will deliver the keynote address at 8 p.m.

favorably consider their request for
possible intervention on the grounds
of loss of freedom to assemble."
This motion was activated at Wednesday night’s meeting, clearing the
way for the ACLU’s legal defense of
the GLF.

EOP Cutback
Will Curtail
Student Fund
San Jose State’s entire Educational
Opportunity Program (EOP) has been
placed in limbo due to the cut -backs in
funds requested by a Governor and a
President.
An estimated $163,000 yearly grant
from the State has been placd in
doubt because of Gov. Fteagan’s "consolidation" move.
In addition, yearly federal aid amounting to $1.4 million, $75,000 of
which happens to be EOP appropriated
has been left in the air by President
Nixon’s veto of the H.E.W. bill.
Ronald Ryan, SJS financial aids director made the figures available last
Wednesday, cautioning that though nation-wide cutbacks have been requested,
how the SJS EOP would fare in the
move was not known.
Though the 1,000 students presently
on EOP are assured of their allotments
this semester, new students who have
not received their financial aids notice
are still uncertain, and growth for the
program next year is doubtful.
Whatever the final outcome the EOP
directors are uncertain as how to act.
Glenn Toney, director of the Black
EOP, said that for emergency loans,
students were coming in and getting
nothing.
Humberto Garza, director of the
Brown EOP, was similarly confused.
"Right now, I got a teacher waiting
outside," he mentioned, "who wants to
talk about two students he’s got in
line for the program, and I don’t know
what to tell him!"
The EOP is actually a combination
of state grants, federal grants, and loan
programs channeled into one aid program for disadvantaged minority students.
The recent proposed cut-back from
the Governor’s office coupled with the
veto of federal funds by the President
has thrown the program into doubt.

Financial Requests Mount;
Emergency Meeting Called
Before definite action was taken on
the request for funds to send three
students

to

the

National

Anti -War

Conference in Cleveland this weekend,
the specially called Associated Student
(A.S.) Council meeting was disbanded
after chairman John Merz walked out.
The $465 request was to pay for the
travel, food and registration of three
student observers: one member from
the Student Mobilization Committee,
one student government representative
and one Spartan Daily reporter.
The request was dismissed earlier
during the meeting but was laid aside
when council members approved a motion by Larry Lundberg to table it.
According to some council members,
A.S. President James Edwards can give
the students the money if he so desires and be reimbursed by council.
Late Thursday, Edwards reportedly
allocated funds for two SMC delegates.
Another walk -out occurred early in
the meeting when councilman Bob Willicit called for a roll call vote on an
allocations request. He asked that
council members show student body
cards to prove their registration. The

$532.50 request is for the A.S. Executive to pay legal service fees. The
motion was passed 7-0-1 with Willich
leaving before the voting took place.
In other action, council passed a $750
allocation to cover operating expenses
of the College Union for the remainder
of the year.
A $1275 request by CommunicationsIn -Residence was cut to $1025 and approved by council. The request, for
Spring programs and operating expenses, contained the stipulation that
$300 be transferred to A.S. Public Relations. Councilman Jeff Potts was supported in his motion that only $50 be
given to PR instead of the original
$300.
Council also approved a $559.80 allocation for the SJS jazz ensemble to
perform in Reno. The original request
was for $792.80, but council ruled that
the band members could pay part of
their motel and food expenses.
Immediately after this final allocation, councilman Dave Anderson said
financial affairs shouldn’t be acted on
with only one third of the council members present, upon which Merz walked
out.

A.S. OFFICERS PICKET IN SUPPORT OF GRAPE BOYCOTT
President James Edwards, Councilman Rich Van Winkle, Vice -President John Men, Counciman Dave Ancie,son

Councilmen Join Boycott
By RENEE BAYER
Daily Political Reporter
Associated Student (A.S.) Student
Council abruptly adjourned for 45 minutes Wednesday to present a resolution
supporting the consumer boycott of
Lucky’s Market, 272 E. Santa Clara St.
Presented to Student Council by
president James Edwards on behalf of
the student grape boycott committee,
the resolution stated that other stores
except Lucky’s have recognized the
need for a negotiated settlement with
the farm workers union by taking
grapes off the market. It also stated
that student council supports the boycott and urges students not to shop
at Lucky’s, but at stores which carry

he explained. "The growers have all the
power. Everything is to their advantage."
Seven per cent of California farms
employ 75 per cent of the farm labor,
said Flores, and the workers are paid
less than $2000 a year. Flores stated
that a farmer’s union would provide
medical insurance, workers’ compensation, etc. The workers now have nothing like this. By recruiting Mexican
labor, the growers are merely perpetuating poverty among the Chicanos
here, remarked Flores.
The same boycott resolution will be
presented to Academic Council by A.C.
member Juan Antu with hopes that the

point to ask the voters if they want n
special election for executive officers.
If the majority votes yes, then a special election will be held no later than
ten school days from that point. If a
majority vote is not received, the remaining slate shall take office. If
neither contending slate is intact, student council shall declare a special
election for the contending officers.
Council also approved formal endorsement of Student Services West, Inc.
This is a prerequisite to legal advertising on campus, but involves no
monetary obligation unless first cleared
through the student council.
A -resolution proposed by Karla

no grapes.
The resolution was passed by council
6-3-1. Just prior to voting, the three
Black council members, Jeff Potts,
Pam Hubbard and Brenda Johnson,
left the chambers.
Approximately 80 students, council
and boycot t committee members,
marched from the council chambers to
Lucky’s to present the resolution to
Joseph Mariwelli, store manager.
While Edwards and other boycott
supporters presented the resolution to
Mariwelli, 50 students picketed the
store.
The manager claimed he had nothing
to do with setting store policy, but
instead takes orders from the chain
store manager in San Leandro, Edwards urged students to write to
Lucky’s Markets, 1701 Marina Blvd.,
San Leandro, Calif. 94577, requesting
them to remove the grapes from the
Santa Clara St. store, specifically.
According to Edwards. Marinelli
later remarked, "We’ll close down the
store before we’ll take the grapes off."
Mariwelli added that the grapes should
not be taken off the shelves.
Addressing the boycott supporters
and council members Edwards exclaimed, "They’ll take the grapes off
the shelves or be closed down! We can
shut it down!"
Edwards said more students am
needed and ought to sacrifice the time
to help support this boycott. He called
a meeting for noon today in the council chambers to help set up picket
shifts at Lucky’s, urging all students
interested in supporting the boycott
to attend.
Students must show up seven days a
week, 3 to 7 p.m., especially Chicanos,
to help picket, according to Edwards.
"We can hurt him economically if
students remove their support from the
store," said the A.S. President.
A list of food markets who have
removed the grapes until the strike is
settled were passed out to Lucky’s
customers during the picketing.
The grape strike has been going on
for five years while the consumer boycott has been active fuir the past two
years. According to Sid Flores, spokesman for the Consumers Boycott Committee, the boycott is trying to give
the worker more power.
"The workers have no power at all,"

STRIKE SUPPORTERS CROWD CHAMBERS
Council passed boycott resolution
faculty and administration will also
support the boycott.
In other act ion, council passed
amendments to Act 24 (Election Code i
concerning run-offs and election codes.
One amendment concerning candidate
drop-outs states that if a presidential
candidate drops out, the slate shall
move the vice-president up to the top
position and nominate a new candidate
for vice president.
If a candidate for vice president
or treasurer should drop out of the
race, they will also be replaced with
a new person. Such replacements must
occur three days prior to the election
in question or after the votes have
been tabulated.
The rein-off amendments pmvide
that if one of the contending slates
fails to stay intact for an original election run-off, the student council shall
set dates for a referendum lobe held no
later than five school dairy from that

Baker to name the new parking gam
"Burton’s Folly" wzus passed. Na
under construction, the garage will be
named after Executive Dean C. Grant
Burton and a plaque will be dedicated
to "the bureaucratic insensitivity of the
SIS Administration, the myopia of
Santa Clara County and to mankind’s
collective death wish as illustrated by
the proliferation of the internal combustion engine," and be placed at the
main entrance,
Council approved a resolution that
A.S. demand there be no use of DDT
and other pesticides at SJS. Strident
Council will also urge co-ordinators of
the Survival Faire to reconsider plans
to obtain and bury a new automobile,
because it, will merely perpetuate the
ecological problem, according to Steve
Takakuwa.
Consideration of special allocation
requests was pools-m.1 until yesterday’s meeting due to lack of a quorum,
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Editorials

Destroy the Evidence
The Spartan Daily applauds the actilin taken by Stanford University editors
who agreed this week to destroy photographic negatives rather than risk having
them subpoenaed as evidence to convict campus protesters.
W c believe this is the correct response to a difficult and perplexing question.
VI% smelt. like other citizens. have the obligation to serve justice. But just
nt officials and
with gove
s% byre the II nt i drawn between cooperati
journalistic responsibility to readers is a decision which must be reached by
the iii ii is idnal newsman. ploitiographer. or newspaper.
The Spartatt Daily editiirial board has met and discussed taking a stance similar to that taken at Statifiml. There. however. is one small drawback the State
of I:alifornia.
. one of 19 stale college campuses, 5.15 is i lependent Upton the State for its
funds. %offing other things. tliese funds finance the purchase of photographic
equipment. including cameras, film, and paper. For this reason, the Spartan
Daily is powerless to destroy negatives, which theoretically belong to the State
of California through its agents, the Department of Journalism and Advertising
and SJS.
On the other hand. the Spartan Daily is a partially student -funded campus
newspaper. M e believe that to help, in any way, to prosecute fellow students
for their political activities would be morally unjust. It would more or less
he biting the hand that feeds us.
For this reason, we will no it jeopardize our lii is it ion on campus, or our relit lion -hip with news some,. by becoming an eye of governtnent." Journalistic
ci:lies will not permit it to do so.
Our solution is to ask the Department of Journalism and Advertising to support our stand.
ntil that permission is obtained. our only recourse is to shoot
demonstratiiin pictures on film supplied by photographers.
By using solely private equipment and film. the Spartan Daily through its
agents the photographers
will have total control over such negatives and
future
or
-use.
ill be thine!

Political Talk Is Cheap
The Issue of 1970. Nearly every politician in the land has jumpeil into
-t1;,’ baffle against polio,’ ."
Th, deterioration of the envir ttttt nent was stressed heavily in Gov. Reagan’s State of
the ’,tate address. President Nixon has proposed a series of anti-polution measures,
ohich are us aled loy a program of Sen. Edmund Muskie ID-Maine).
For conservationists who have waged a lonely fight for several years, these new voices
must be a source of uncommon optimism.
But talk i s try, very cheap. And so far, there has been little more than talk from
"national leaders."
lierause all of the politicians are shouting ecology, their actions must be the gauge
thiir commitment.
Is Gov. Reagan. for example. ready to really fight pollution and alienate the petroleum and chemical companies who are major contributors to his campaign chest?
The President’s initial proposals are a little more than a drop in the bucket. With
Iii- current anti-inflationary- stance, is he ready to request the massive funds needed to
man’s survival?
Ind finally, no one is talking seriously about the central issue: the population explosion. This sensitive, hut critical problem must he solved.
At the same time, there is a danger that, as the politicos jump on the ecology band:1;r011. they will ignore the equally serious problems of hunger, poverty, education, ra6,111. and urban decay.
Ecology is
111 too serious a subject to take lightly, as next week’s Survival Faire
r. ill prove. It is time for some government leader to propose the major surgery that will
.11. Mall’s

f;uest Room

’Let There Be No Mistake’
By

ENDY HELLER

I_ .1 Nixon is our President - let
there he no mistake about that. But the
(pe.,tiou I atm pondering here. i- oltat kind
Pre-11,tit. At this
t. lee, look hack
first year in office, a year spent
lurking ariound the ’A like Houses and taking part in so many inikeisions.
. . . and the war goes on. I know a lot
ti
it are saing Nixon’s plan for ielnamization %sill]) gradual troop
is really the right course out. And the war
goes on.
One of the Nixon Adniinistration’s
humiliating m tttttt outs wills in trying to get
Judge Bayliss% ortli past the ( ongre,,,.. I
don’t want to say Day nsworth Avas a poor
choke: blot I feel id: my intellectual obli
gation. Volt just keep
cm I)ick,
that.- us 11th s fare g01111 at.
let its
11.1 -peaking of humiliation
not forget Spiro T. Ilut nuke or s
president ratite out of hiding last sear with
colorful attack being against
.11)ev,..
the co llllllll nication media. The chargcs
I which involved everything but death and
people as
ineest ills C 11.11111114i y
"effete ;midis" and the moratorium as a
plot. Don’t sitarist-oat it,
t
near CUM

Spiro. tell it to US straight.
A tl gilt occurs. Get people to withhold war-hound taxes, gather the money
together in local areas to finance the
campaign of a young liberal figure, who
would run against Nixon on an absolutely
’lateral anti-war plank: win or lose you
have the makings either of a brillant political ploy or a fantastic movie script. If
Nixon would sign to play himself (or his
non ’nIt how could it lose? . . . and
tile war goes um.
"Dick and Pat and Tricia and Julie"
consider the possibilities) our first family
as vvto have seen them this year. In his
inauguration speech, Nixon promised us
it ii administratiim of quiet voices. And it
is /Will. Our first lady has remained aloof,
at hest. and rumor has it that a new book
is in the making: "The it of Pat Nixon."’
But beneath all this cynirism, I am indeed graiphd to our President for getting
1111. through another year basically unhurt
and undaunted. By was of celebration, I
invite you all to a pro-Nixon get together
this next week at Morris Dailey Audi’
a
t. decided iq
tor. l . I hasen’t. a
row.

"They also serve who only stand and wait ..."

Thrust and Parry

GLF, Survival Faire
‘Empty Heads’
Editor:
GLF has been denied recognition on the
SJS campus. So has education by any means
other than "through professional classroom instruction under the careful guidance of competent, objective and academically qualified
teachers rather than student -led activities."
We, as students, come to schools with empty
heads into which our professors are to pour
their wisdom (as they have it written down
in their lecture notes). Periodically, we are to
regurgitate these truths into blue exam books
to prove to the professors and ourselves that
we are educated.
When will academicians realize the purpose
of "higher learning?" The academic community must realize and acknowledge the intelligence of students and take advantage of student awareness to make colleges and universities relevant sources of education.
Unfortunately, trustees and chancellors do
not seem to recognize the emergency of the
greatest liberation struggle in our country’s
history, for GLF is an integral part of the
total movement for human rights.
Once agaiq, Dr. Rafferty has placed himself
above the students’ concerns as well as the
California law in order to put down a movement. All students should react to GLF’s
denial of recognition. For it is also a denial
of student initiated ideas and organizations
now and in the future. "The college has an
obligation to address itself to major social
problems," says Dr. Bums, The college will
decide for you what major social concerns you
as a student may address yourself to.
Patricia Jackson
San Jose OLF

Burial Symbolism
Editor:
I am a senior Natural Resources student at
Humboldt State College and I am extremely
interested in the "Survival Faire" scheduled in
February at SJS. I am involved in a similar
activity here at Humboldt scheduled in conjunction with the National April 22 Teach
in on the Environment. Ours is called "Environmental Awareness Week."
We have picked the same goals as the Hu"Its purpose is to premanities 160 group
sent to the college and the community the
problems of ecology, to create general awareness of the problems of environmental survival of man and the space ship earth and to
stimulate participants to act throughout their
communities on the many ecological problems." It is a fine goal for all of us to work
toward - - one worthy of all the time and
effort anyone is willing to put into such a
project.
However, I see a conflict. This is concerning
burial of the 1970 automobile. I fail to see
the reason or the symbolism for such an act.
The death of the internal-cumbustion engine?
The death of pollution? Or what? I see it as
an tinexcusable art of conspicuous waste. I
see something else coming from it, also. Part
of your purpose is "to present to the corn4
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Perry section of the

editorial peg. offers students and faculty chance to
e xpress their views on campus, local, national or infer
retro written
national issues. Space is allowed to
debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-apace margins
and properly signed with this writer’s name and faculty
or ASS number. The Daily will not print letfors which
are libelous, in poor taste or include asssenal attach.
The editor reserves the right to edit it cut letters to
conform fo space limitations and to cam publication
of letters dealing with subjects he believes hew bees

rlisintd.

munity the problems of ecology." I sincerely
believe that if you go ahead with this burial,
the only thing the community will remember
is that "those damned college students buried
a perfectly good car." They won’t remember
DDT, or over-population, or pollution, or any
concept of ecology. They’ll remember the taxes
they pay for the state college system. Any
future efforts for the cause of our environment
will be associated with "burying a 1970 automobile:" The people who are already concerned about the environment may see the
symbolism, but the people who need to know
about the environmental crisis will be turned
off to the problems facing everyone today.
think the burial will hurt your "Survival
Faire" by counteracting all the good that will
come out of the project,
So please, before you go ahead with this
burial, consider how the community will react
find
to it. Talk to them before you do it
out if it will help or hurt you in attaining
your goals. I believe the money (whoever is
paying for the burial) can be used for far
more constructive uses for the cause of the
"environmental survival of man and the spaceship earth."
Terrance Patrick O’Sullivan
ti lllll bolt State College

’Saddened to Tears’
Editor:
I had great hope that this college would
continue to set the example of freedom for all.
The turning down of the Gay Liberation Front
as an officially recognized group on this campus has denied freedom to part of the student
body. This action by Acting President Burns,
who until now I have been completely behind,
has showed how little power and influence
the Associated Students Student Council has.
They voted unanimously to grant the Gay Liberation Front ’group organization status.
I am saddened to tears at the injustice that
has been done. One day may true freedom
reign!
Mrs. Caroll Frick
Senior Theraputie Rec. Major

’Oppressed Minority’
Editor:
This letter was prompted by an article on
the front page of the Feb. 9th issue of the
Spartan Daily, The Student Council was fulfilling the role of leader of public opinion and
public action when it granted it’s recognition
to the Gay Liberation Front. Dr. Burns, in
refusing official recognition, is acting as a
follower.
The administration should listen to public
opinion, but it shouldn’t follow this opinion if
it causes a group of students to lose their
right of recognition.
Dr. Burn’s concern about the Gay Liberation Front bringing discredit to San Jose State
College is an unfounded fear. If the administration would grant official recognition to
the G.L.F., San Jose State College, would, in
a few years, be pointed to as a liberal, "farthinking" college that led the way in giving
an oppressed minority, the homosexuals, a
fair break.
The members of the G.L.F. are not necessarily in need of therapy, as Dr. Burns seems
to suggest. If anyone is not exactly like most
people, he is automatically thought of, by some
people, as sick. The members of the G.L.F. can
gain much from their organization. It can give
them a fellowship and acceptance, as well AS
the opportunity to work for common goals,
such as over-coming the injustices of society
against them.
Mary Weimer
# A00199

Forthwith is a tongue-in-cheek pastel
peek into the violet-tingeil future where.,
who knows, hut due to our rapil Is changing social and cultural mores, all of us
might one day be "Gay:’
‘NORMAL LOVE’
Replacing IIETEROsexuality would be
110MOsextiality.
"Normal love," as we know it today,
would be loranded as "a dirty and disgusting habit practieed by sub-human, degenerates, per% ert s and other animals!"
HETEROsexuals %%mild be forced to confine their social act is ities to clubs which
eater to their special "sire." and today’s
popular IIETEROsexual hangouts - - such
as the Annex, Garlic Factory, Red Ram
and Warehouse - would be referred to
poky- if they contintwil
as "dens of
open their doors to the so-falleil "old way"
groupies.
Not the Gays. bid the IIETEROsexuals
the so-called "freaks"
would then bee
and "transvestite dogs" of our society. Misunderstood, abused, blackmailed, and prejudiced against, they would seek each other out. and join forces. They would unite
under the slogan. . . "HETEROsexuals
Have Rights Too," and undoubtedly they
as Liberation
would form an "Old
Front" (OWL).
Then, of course they would try to berecognized at SJS as an official came
pus organization.
Following is how that courageous Spartan Daily editor, Bobo "Tinkerbell" Bra diet’, would write the story. ..
THE ‘01,1) WAY’
Front"
. . . The "0111 Way Liberia’
(OWL) has been denied official campus
recognition by the SJS administration.
Acting Presideni Bernie Hobarts replied
to OWL’s request saying, "I cannot commit the resources and reputation of SP.;
to sponsor HETEROsexual activities which
are of doubtful academic benefit and certain public discredit. It would lead to the
overall detriment of the college."
Also, opposition from the Chancellor’s
office and the Trustees has been heavy.
Trustees Dudly Sink and Dr. Strange
Max challenged a recent Daily news story
on OWL’s activities by asking Dr. Hobarts,
"What are you running at SJS, a cesspool?"
In a statement to the press, Dr. Hobart,’
announced that while he "appreciates
OWL’s concern for the emotional adjustment of the HETEROsexuals. those kinds
of personal problems and adjustments are
better served through private counseling
services where evidence indicates that the
privacy of therapy is most effective."
Meanwhile, a top law firm evaluated
OWL’s request for recognition and found
it legitimate.
"Freedom of association is guaranteed
by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution," it said, "and according to the
SJS Statement on Student Rights and Responsibilities, section IV A, students shall
be free to organize and join associates to
promote their common interest . . . "
End of Bobo Brachett’s story.
BEAT ’EM UP
Thus, we see the absurdity of it all. If
Trustees Sink and Strange Max would have
refrained from making their "cesspool"
statement, the HETEROsexual group
would have quietly gone its merry way
explaining to listeners that just because
they enjoy messing around with girls land
vice-versa) it doesn’t gist’ anybody the
right to beat ’em up, blackmail them, or
discriminate against them on the job
market!
MORAL: Even though we "here in the
future" might not relish the thought of
messing with girls land vice-versa I perhaps we sl 11 not cast stones on still
waters . . . or "cesspools" if you’re so
inclined!
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ISU Sets
Fee Talks
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topics will be held next Tuesday
at 12:30 in room S 112.
The meeting has been scheduled by the Iranian Student
Union 11SU). A member of the
1ST: stated yesterday that’ "This
meeting is to inform foreign students of the conspiracy against
them."
The student, who refused to
have his name used, claimed that
foreign students are in danger of
being eliminated as a group on
American campuses. He said,
They want to have complete
control over the foreign students
politically."

VICI

BURP!SJS swept last week’s International
House of Pancakes Shrove Tuesday Pancake
Eating Contest. David and Sally Nashelsky
(left) won by consuming 240 pancakes between
them. David swallowed 140 himself. Bill Hutchi-

Zero Groups
Pfri,u!
,n
11
meet Naito ,
area at Ow
initiative petition for zits’! I ,
law reform, and membersitilt
goals.
The group, concerned with population congestion, will meet at
12:30 p.m. in the College Union
Almaden room.
Zero Population Growth has
voted to support an abortion reform initiative which would allow physicians and surgeons to
perform abortions on any pregnant woman iequesting une.

Therefore, a criminal proceeding against students does not prevent the college from placing its
own sanctions for misconduct in
the area of college responsibilities. For example, a student (’at,
he tried in a criminal court for .
stealing from the bookstore. A
sanction can also he placed on
him for infringing on student ’
rights.
Complaints concerning alleged
violations of College or Associaltt,I
Students rules and regulation.
are referred to the College Judieial Referral Agent or the A.S.
Judicial Referral Agent. The Referral Agents will then hold a
pre-hearing investigation to it,
termine if there is stiff ivien,
evidence of a possible
to warrant referral to the Jut I.
eiary.
Alleged violations of AS. rule and major college rules tire
,
ferred to the A.S. Judiciary by
Heller, A.S. attorney gen

Sandy

eral. The
jit, .r is then informed, in ss tint:, of the reasons
for the proposed hearing, in sufficient time to ensure the violator
an opportunity for a proper de tense.
Meetin,gs of the Judiciary are
(sidled by Chief Jusitee Matsuo
Furuyama. Six students and nine
teaching &lenity make up the
Judiciary. A quorum consists of
four students and two faculty.
The judicial hearing is con dueled informally. The defendant can present his defense in
iting without being personally
present. lie esti also be represented by a member of the Associated Students, faculty or college
administration.
CLOSED HEARINGS
The defendant Jr the Judiciary
may ask for a closed hearing. The
only parties to be in at tendanets
at a closed meeting are the referral agents, members of the Judiciary, the defendant. the defendant’s advisers, the judiciary legal
adviser and witnesses who may be
called.
The Judiciary will deliberate in
private after hearing, all evidence.
No persons other than the Judiciary members may be present.
The guilt or innocence of the defendant is determined and a penalty is rpeommended to Acting
President Burns I brat gb Robert
S. Mai lin. cle.in if stUdents.
Sun’’! ions Whieh Inay las
stislents ry the colP.Vd it
lege include formal written represtitution to
lino:lei:II
iti-e:trid.

P,orrnen

son and Madonna (background) came in second
with 210 pancakes. Other colleges entering the
eat -off were Santa Clara University, De Anza
College, and Foothill College.

Record High Predicted
For SHARE Program
Sign-ups for Operation SHARE,
the county tutoring program, are
expected to roach a record high
on the S.IS campus this semester.
Coordinator Tim Collins estimated that 900 students this semester, as opprxsed to a peak of
730 students last semester, would
be tutoring needing primary
school pupils.
Collins pointed out that the

A.S. Judiciary’s Role
Unfamiliar to Students
Hy
FF:RTA DO
Doily Political Writer
The simple definit .1) I if the
Associated Students t A S.
Judiciary offered by the A.S. Constitution is deceiving. Actually,
this simple phrase does not fully
describe the intricacies involved
in this branch of government.
The Judiciary is the "supreme
judicial power of the Associated
Students," according to Article
V of the A.S. Constitution.
Just where this branch of government gets its power and exactly what its power is, is outlined in the Constitution and Act
36 (procedures for the Judicial
Branch). Act 36 was adopted by
Student Council in April of last
year.
Responsibilities for hearing alleged violations of college rules
and recommending appropriate
sanctions are delegated to the
Judiciary by Acting President
Hobert W. Burns.
Acting President Burns, under
the educational section of the
California Administrative Code,
has the authority to suspend,
expel or place a student on probation for "disorderly, unethical,
vicious or immoral conduct; misuse, abuse, theft, or destruction
of state property."
COURT TOO
Sanctions for violations of
criminal law are not imposed by
the college. Students may be subject to action by both the court
and the college if the same action
violates a general law and also
interferes with the college’s I, -
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Officer Charged With Murder

A meeting to discuss the end
to deferral of tuition payments
for foreign students and related

He added that the government
is attempting to raise the tuition
of foreign students from $255 to
$360 by September of 1971. In his
opinion, because of this only foreign students who come from
wealthy families would be able
to study in this country. He said
that the increase in tuition would
eliminate about 1 3 of all the
foreign students now in America
because money would be impossible to obtain.
He added that a tuition deferral plan, which has been in effect
at SJS in the past, was eliminated this year. The plan allowed
foreign students a six week deferral on payment of fees.
According to him, at least 12
Iranian students have already
notified the ISU that they are
having difficulty raising the
money to pay tuition at this
time. He also claims that there
are many more foreign students
who are in the same position.
The Tuesday meeting is open
to any interested students.

APARTAN DATLIF-1.
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the college ()It any member of
tile college community, restriction of privileges granted by the
college and the AS., disciplinary
probation, suspension from the
college and or expulsion from the
college.
CONSTITUTIONALITY
Powers of the Judiciary an’
many. Members have the Power
to determine the constitutionality. under the AS. Constitution.
of :MY offical A.S. action. This
means that any action taken by
the Student Council can be
brought before the Judiciary.
The Judiciary will then rule on
its constitutionality.
The Judiciary also has the
power to delegate authority to
lower judicial bodies and to hear
all appeals from decisions by
these bodies. Recommended sanctions are made to the college
president through the dean of
students by the AS. Judiciary.
Interpretation of the Const it llis another job Performed IIN’
the Judiciary. Original jurisdiction is granted the AS. Judiciary
in cases involving alleged violations of A.S. regulations, college
rules or policies affecting individuals.
ti011

Whether a student becomes
personally involved in a case hefore the Judiciary or whether he
merely follows the ease through
newspapers, he should become
aware that the workings of this
branch of government are far
from simple.

JUDY COLLINS
IN HER FIRST
SAN JOSE APPEARANCE

SATURDAY
FEB. 21 8 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets 53.5044,50.55.50

A.

SAN JOSE
COX OFFICE
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE (lext to Fox Theatre)
246 1160

Open Mon Wu Fa 1010530. Sat 10 to 3 00

growth of the program on campus is indicative of the growth of
the program throughout the entire county. Thirty-five students
from the county’s six colleges
were recruited when the program
began: 3500 students are involved
now.
Collins expressed dissappointment at the low number of Chicanos and EOP students who
signed up this time since 80 percent of the tutored Fupils in San
Jose are Chicanos, while less than
3 percent of the teachers in Santa
Clara County have a Spanish surname.
Help in Operation SHARE will
be accepted all year, but the last
day to sign on for one unit of
credit is today.
Operation SHARE is a program that places any willing college student in a one to one
teaching situation with a child.
He is expected to spend at least
Iwo hours a week with his student, but most

people involved

in up spending more time.

A fifth soldier has been charged
with "unpremeditated murder of
Vietnamese civilians" by the
Army.
Captain Thomas K. Willingham. 25. of Allenhurst. N.J., was
a platoon leader while serving
with B Company. Fourth Battalion, Third Infantry at the time of
the alleged Song My Massacre
Willingham is the highest ranking officer yet charged in connection with the alleged killing
of Vietnamese civilians. At the
time of the incident he was a first
lieutenant.
With the announcement of the
charges against Capt. Willingham, a second company was
brought into the ease. Those previously charged, a lieutenant, two
sergeants and a private, all served
with C Company, First Bittallion,
20th Infantry.
No details of the charges were
revealed as the Army maintains
the position that details cannot ,
be released until after the1
charges are formally investigated 1
in a grand jury-like proceeding
and a decision is made whether
to court-martial him.
Pentagon officials also stated
that a total of 37 soldiers and
former soldiers have either been
charged or are under suspicion
for the alleged killing of civilians.

Esprit De Corps
rimor
Tin,
-,,it ’it a fight
injuries as tiathat ()yew-red ,,,en three dozen
Black Marines stormed a barracks at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Wednesday night.

Ten Fingers
The S.in Fi.ttrisito Civil Service Commission has upheld a
ruling that candidates for that
city’s police force must have ten
fingers.
The ruling was hankst down
following an appeal by Michael
Peek, 28, an ’automotive parts
salesman who lacks the first two
joints on his right hand index
finger, who was not accepted
Monday as an officer candidate.
Police C’ominission secretlm
Villitt E. Frazier :Omitted that

several policemen on the active
force are missing fingers, but
their digital loss was suffered
while in police service.

L.A. To Integrate
The Los Angeles sat) school
district was ordered to fully integrate pupiLs by September 1971
by Superior Court Judge Alfred
Gitelson, after the court ruled
the district was guilty of practicing de facto segregation.

EUROPE
$230-$2115 r.f. from West Coast
Available flights from N.Y. Plights
within Europe. Israel. & the Orient
r i.,ferrnecon contact 3658b25
EP 801 Woods do Redwood City
i’nrberc
E.S.E.P. SJIC

Bob Himsl Volkswagen
1560 N. First, San Jose
286-8800
Courtesy Bus
Featuring Electronic Diagnostic Center

Service Dept. Hours: 7:30 A.M.-6 P.M.

Monday this Friday
MOO

Drilling Ban

PARTS DEPT. HOURS:

The California State Senate
adopted a resolution Wednesday
asking President Nixon to halt
permanently oil and gas drilling
under the Santa Barbara Channel.
The resolution affects only federally leased land, as the State
Lands Commission had previously
imposed a ban on state-owned
leases.

8 AM-5:30 PM Monday thru Friday
9 AM-1 PM Saturday

Spy Uncovered
Following the discovery of an
undercover agent who had been
infiltrating various radical groups
at UC Berkeley, the Berkeley
police department admitted that
they "often send undercover police onto the campus to infiltrate
various groups."

90 Unlucky
An informed s,surce in Washington indicated that the draft
for March will probably call lottery numbers no higher than 90.
A call for 19.000 men has been
issued for March.
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Nothing makes Howard’s
Crystal Creamery a home
like its cooking.
7th &

Santa Clara

7 A.M. ’TILL 10:30 P.M.
TUES. - SUN.
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Spike Teams Named
For Interclass Meet

SJS Nine Opens Monday
The Spartan baseball team will
have a "new look" when it opens
the mai-league season Monday
against Cal Poly of San Luis
Obispo. Game time is 2:30 at
Spartan field.
EASY RIDING
Travel Europe With
AIR CYCLE Clu.3’S
Overseas Motorcycles Delivery.
All Makesrnodelsaccesseries
Dept. le 30 West 90 Street
New York. N.Y. 10024
CAMPUS REPS WANTED

New coach Geta \ienges will
have four J.r. ti.a,..iers in the
starting lineup as the Spartans
prepare for their first season in
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
Leading returnee is shortstop
Toni Corder. the West Coast
Athletic Conference Player of
the Year in 1969. Corder batted
350 with seven homers in :16
games.
Js rifling Corder in

the infield

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd .1 Sen Anton x.
8:30 & 11 a.m. Morninq Worship
7 p.m.
Evening
service

Dr. Clarenc R Sands,
Pastor
Barry Nei cc,
PseCnIster to Co 4,0 ns

are transfers Lam Lintz ilainey
College, and Raleigh Rhodes .1Di.
Anza College, at second and third
base respectively. Veteran Torn
McLachlan will play first base.
Veteran lefttielder Gary (unningham will be joined in the
outfield b) newcomers Jim
burg in center and George Higha
tower in right. Hightower
junior transfer limn Laney (
lege. is the taily lett-hand
starter.
Senior Mike Hazelhofer will be
at catcher. Ittizelholer batted .369
last year and was a second team
all -league choice.
Menges will use four pitchers
Monday, with none to pitch more
than three innings. Senior lefthander Jay Fike, the ,inly vet ’an pitcher, is joined b): Gary
Houston.

a

Its RILL GILBERT
IMO Sports writer
Teams have been chosen for
Meet,
Interclass Track
SJS’
which will be run next Wednesday beginning at 3 p.m.
The meet will serve as a warm-

Captains of the teams, chosen
earlier this week, are distance
runner Ralph Gamer, triple jurni,er Adrian Porter, javelin thrower
John Holladay, high hurdler
Georg" Carty and middle distance
runner Neville Myton.
TOP PERFORMERS

strikeout champion

born San Jose City College. Al

College Dept. (Spartan Tr-Cl
9:45 a.m.
Mo.-ning Seminar
5:45 p.m.
Evening Forum

Withol, a transfer from Foothill.

Meats at Tri-C Bldg , 3rd & San Arlono

;tain High in Palo Alto, will also

and Mike Husk, a freshman troin

-Doily photo by Chuck Showver
GOT ’YASpartan Terry Kerr pins Stanford’s Dave Ludlow in
Wednesday’s 22-16 loss to the Indians. Kerr and his teammates
are in action Saturday in a tri-meet against Humboldt State and
UC Davis. SJS will have a chance at revenging the loss to the
Indians when the two schools rematch next Tuesday in Palo Alto.

Grapplers, Gymnasts
Battle Dual Opponents

PRESENTING THE MOST IRREVERANT,
IRRELEVANT FATHER AND SON TEAM
SINCE THE FRANKENSTEINS!

PeterSellers G-2
6-Ringo Starr in
e 6Magic Christimi

SJS wrestling and gymnastic
teams go on the road Saturday
for double-dual meets at UC Davis and Stanford respectively.
Bill Smith’s grapplers, fresh
off a tough 22-16 loss to Stanford Wednesday night, will tneet
Humboldt State and the host
Davis team while Clair Jennett’s
gymnasts battle Stanford and
NCAA powerhouse University of
Washington.
The Davis meet is an all day
affair also involving Chico State
while the Stanford meet gets
under way at 7:30 p.m.
In Wednesday’s match in the
Spartan wrestling room, SJS
fought back to within one at 1716 on the strength of 190-pounder
Paul Hatling’s pin of Stanford’s
Bob Leeper. In the deciding

HARVEY
RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH LEONARD FREY LAURENCE
CHRISTOPHER LEE SPIKE MILLIGAN RAQUEL WELCH
WILFRID HYDE WHITE ISABEL JEANS CAROLINE BLANISION
8 UNGER
DIN’S ODELL IOSERtitirGRATH HENRY I Nit INS.TEIN & ANTHONY
jOSEP1;14 GRATH & et TER Sit lERS IERRY50UENERN 11(el.THORNE
TERRY
’-’ by TiCIIIIICOSOR Released Irs COMMONWIASIII UMLItD
2600 EL. CAM I NO

CINEMA 150 244
8543
BANTA CLARA
TNEATRE

A UNITED ARTISTS

Doors Open 6:45pm
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WE CAN’T HOLD ’EM MUCH LONGER!
miow,g,woxampa,
.04111,01

4144 Il(aPket
10 Years of Service
at

10th & Reed Sts.

match between heavyweights Dan
Curren and Lee Fair, the Injuns’
Fair scored a pin to give Stanford the victory.
In other matches SJS’ Harold
Yee deeisioned Jerry Bell in the
118-pound division,
Stanford’s
Dave Copalow decisioned Tim
Owens (126), Bill Ross of Stanford won over Dave Smith (134),
the Indian’s Dave Thomas pinned
John Jacabo in the 142-pound
match, Spartan Terry Kerr
pinned Dave Ludlow 11501, Leonard Smith of Stanford bested
Arno Dominguez, (158) Jerry
Ross took care of SJS freshman
Tim Kerr in the 167-pound match
and Spartan Walt Thatcher decisioned Roy Williams 11771.
Smith, whose squad now owns
a 3-3 mark, plans on inserting
Ray Mendolia into the 190-pound
Hass for Saturday’s matches and
drop Hat ling. Thatcher and Tim
Kerr down a weight class.
"Our match with Davis should
be a tossup, but Humboldt will
Is hard to beat," Smith cornis

*au,

BOOK AND LYRICS BY TOM JONES, MUSIC BY HARVEY SCHMIDT
FIRST TIME LIVE ON STAGE IN SAN JOSE
FEB. 13, 14, 20, 21 8:30 p.m. MONTGOMERY THEATER
CIVIC AUDITORIUM, MARKET ST. AT SAN CARLOS
$3-00 TICKETS ON SALE FOR $2.00 AT COLLEGE UNION
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CHICANOS
The GRADUATE ADVANCEMENT
PROGRAM of UCLA
4
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BURSTING WITH
USED BOOKS

WE’RE

VIA Q110.!
330 South Tenth Street

Top performers on Games’
team are sprinter Kirk Clayton,
one of the big names of the indoor season and world record
holder in the 50 yard dash, quartermiler Elmo Dees, a transfer
from Mesa Community College in
Arizona, distance runner Kent
Rezowalli, who had a fine cross
country season, javelin thrower
Jim Curtis and 16-6 pole vaulter
Vic Dias, a transfer from Riverside City College,
Highlighting Porter’s squad,
himself a 50 foot triple jumper,
are 26-2 long jumper Marion Anderson, the school record holder,
Ronnie Ray Smith, co-world record holder at 100 meters In 9.9,
and Mike Metz, a transfer from
Walla Walla Community College
who has been throwing the javelin well in early practice.
Holladay, last season’s top
javelin thrower, has versatile
Sam Caruthers, who has pole
vaulted 17 feet and run 13.9 in
the high hurdles, runner Darold
Dent, a stalwart from the Spartans the last three yars, 9.2 UV
man Billy Gaines and triple
jumper Lee Neuman, who should
break 50 feet this year.
HURDLER
Carty, a 13.5 high hurdler, has
running with him freshman Buck
Black, a 4:13 miler at Pittsburg
High School and one of the top
performers on the cross country
team last fall, and JC transfer
Gary O’Sullivan. SJS’s top hope
in the discus this year and a 56
foot shotputter.
A top half miler, Myton heads
a squad that includes 63-10 shot
putter Richard Marks, 52.2 intermediate hurdler Len Gaskill,
another transfer from Mesa, and
16-6 pole vaulter Bob Slover.
Competition will be divided into two divisions, varsity and novice. Members of the varsity
track squad will compete in the
first division and junior varsity
squad members and any other
San Jose student wishing to compete will run in the novice division.

Judo Action
Slated Here
SJS’ NCAA championship judo
team continues its busy schedule
tonight at 6 p.m. when a bevy
of schools move into SJS for the
Novice and Brown

Collegiate

Belt tourney.

Irsir

_All1011011P/MatOV

ar

up for the upcoming outd,..ir season, which will open on Feb. 28.
with a dual meet at Stanford.
The Spartan squad was divided
up into five teams, each with a
captain. Scoring will be kept to
determine a meet champion.

11

v,ill
snirk

lie
ill

redlining students for graduate
ill departments and weln)0111 On

February 13, 1971)
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

at the placement center
Information on admissions and financial
support will be available, or call :
Josephine Ortiz 121%) 825.2128

Among those competing are
Stanford, California, San Francisco State and Cal State Hayward.
Outstanding members of the
current team include Luis Gonzales (165), captain Doug Graham (205), Rodney Parr (139),
1968 NCAA champion Gary Martin (154). 1967 NCAA titlist Bill
Gowin (154) and Steve Komure
who "shows promise of being another great" according to Uchida.
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’SPARTAN DATTS-1

Last Place Spartans Face
Long Beach, SDS Quintets
By KEN LI"Ifin
Daily Sports Editor
SJS’ victory-starved basketball
squad will have only one objective in mind tonight and Saturday %k hen it takes the Spartan
Gym court against Long Beach
State and San Diego State in a
pair of Pacific Coast Athletic Association rematches -- to win.
Both contests get underway at
8 p.m., preceded by freshman
contests at 6 o’clock. Saturday’s
SDS game will be televised on
MEMO, Channel 20 with tonight’s
varsity game on KSJS (90.7 FM).
The cellar-dwelling Spartans,
0-4 in PCAA activity and 3-15 for
the season, have apparently forgotten how to win. They are currently entrenched in their second
seven -game losing sped l and have
lost to both weekend opponents in
previous encounters.
BACK HOME
Back home once again, where
they have won but one of five, SJS
will need to sharpen all phases of
its game if it hopes to snap out
of the losing slump, especially if
the Spartans are to upset the
front-running Long Beach Staters, currently undefeated in conference play and twice beaten in
20 games.
In its last two encounters, SJS
shooting has netted a meager 34
per cent from the field and a 36

Johnnie Skinner

HOT HAMM
Hamm has been playing excellent defense and rebounding well,
according to Clines. Additionally,
the 6-7 junior has scored 30
points in his last two outings.
Dietrick, needing only 14 points
to move into second place on the
SJS scoring list, has responded with 35 markers and 34
rebounds since taking over the
pivot from Bernie Veasey.
Long Beach State, which likes
to run, hits the boards hard and
plays a zone defense, carries a
5-0 PCAA mark, 12 game wining streak and 17-3 overall mark
into tonight’s contest. The 49ers
are led by Robinson, 6-9, center
George Trapp and quick Shawn
Johnson at guard.
San Diego State, 2-3 in league
and 11-9 overall at week’s start,
features guard Joe Lavender
(15.5 ppgt, and forwards Von

49ers

advised in his college choice by
Dr. John Weldon, a neurologist
at the University of Pennsylvania. Waldon has set up tutoring
centers for black students in the
Philadelphia area.
Skinner has gained confidence
by playing in highly competitive
summer leagues in Philadelphia
in the past few years. In addition
to the help from Bradley, Skinner
credits Hal Greer with helping
him with his ball handling and
Earl Monroe with moves.
This summer Johnnie will return to Philadelphia to gain added experience in the summer
leagues.
Although Skinner feels he can
score high, he is more concerned
with the team effort. "I concentrate on the team effort. I can’t
win by myself," Johnnnie says.
"I do what I feel is necessary
for the team to win."
It takes four other players to
win, and Morrison and varsity
coach Dan Glines are hoping one
of those four is Hillman when
Skinner becomes a junior in the
fall of 1971. "Hillman and Skinner will push each other to their
maximum potentials," Morrison
says.
If Hillman and Skinner reach
their maximum potentials togather, Glines can look forward
to one of the best teams in SJS
history.
Skinner will be in action tonight and tomorrow night at 6
p.m. in Spartan gym in games
against the C.C. Davis junior
varsity and frosh teams.

GShawn Johnson, 6-4, Sr.
Ray Gritton, 6-0, Sr.
CGeorge Trapp, 6-9, Jr.
FSam Robinson, 6-7, Sr.
FBilly Jackass, 6-6, So.

SJS athletic accomplishments
on four fronts were recently
recognized at two area sports
banquets.
The annual Banquet of Champions, sponsored by the Santa
Clara Valley Sportswriters and
Broadcasters, showcasing the top
athletic talent from the high
school level on up, honored track
standouts John Carlos, Lee Evans,
John Powell and coach Bud
Winter.
Carlos, who won a bronze medal in the 1968 Olympics and took
both sprint races at the NCAA
championships, along with teammate John Powell, both contributed mightily in enabling the
Spartans to capture the 1969
NCAA team title.
Coach Winter was recognized
as Coach of the Year and former
Spartan star Evans won a special achievement award as the
world’s top ranked 440 runner.
Also winning laurels were sport
standouts Grep Shepherd (tennis), Keith Pickard (judo) and
Art Romswinckel (soccer). Romsvvinckel was recently selected on
the All-American soccer team.
At its annual banquet at Zorba’s the SJS soccer team voted
senior Zeljko Pavic as the Most
Valuable Player on the 1969

SOLINLAS!
BY

THE FOURTH WAY
I.? _

RESIGN THE RAT-RAC?
Who? You
Tropical
What? I (2 months on
Island
When? Now
Where? Unspoiled Caribbean
Island
Why
Why not?
For Students and Teachers
Open year-around. Car rides
co-ordinated. Cost
$100 ,no.
( Not a hippie commune)

Write: TROPICAL ISLAND
2158 Union Ave., Suite 207
Memphis, Tenn. 38104
I

"Makes
Hugh
Hefner ’S
Playboy
Penthouse
look like
a nursery ;

--Harper’s Baur

school!"

"Catherine
Spaak is
Curious
Green,
with envy...
and decides
to become a
one-woman
Kinsey
sex survey."

"The
Libertine’
is civilized
bold and
equipped
with
characters
that seem
normal

BO Salatint,WINS.Ralte

while
engaged
in bizarre
practices.’
Archer Winston, N.Y. Past

"THE

EBERTINE"
starring

*Catherine Spaak and Jean-Louis Trintignant
Prods. ed

hits io lementelli

15 cash registers
to serve you fast
All sales guaranteed
through March 2
25% savings on
used books
lowest cost in area
Now in the new,
spacious College
Union

. San Jose

Open
Saturday
10 am 3 pm
"IN THE COI EGE

Directed by Pasquale Peale-Campanile

EASTMANC 0 LOR

Released through VAN AUDUBON FILMS
z=1
PERSONS UNDER IT CAN NOT SE ADMITTED

CONTINUOUS
I :00
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TOWNE
Hester and
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1:00
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The Alameda

297-3060

Pardon me sir Could you direct me to
the Sparton Bookstore
Right on Campus
III III II

All supplies at

C

E. WILLIAM

f’ , tYL ER AVE AT
1 . CREEK
243 6100

GMike Spilger, 6-1, Sr.
GJoe Lavender, 6-4, Jr.
CGary Schneider, 6-6, Jr.
FJon Borchert, 6-5, Jr.
FVon Jacobsen, 6-4, Jr.

squad. Other awards went to
Andre Marechal (best team player), Viguen Khaehikian (most
improved), Al Rodrigues (coaches
award) and Ilif Trondsen (sportsmanship award). Brice Soriano
was voted MVP on the junior
varsity team.

"’The
Libertine’
comes
across
incredibly
with wry
humor
and
taste."

RADLEY METZGER
presents

Aztecs

GChris Guenther, 6-1, Jr.
GMike Webb, 6-5, So.
CCoby Dietrick, 6-11, Sr.
FDave Dockery, 6-6, So.
FPat Hamm, 6-7, Jr.
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Paris Toole Arremories
Pr Imported Aubanotalm

FROM’!
Following a disappointing pair
of losses last week, Stan Morrison’s frosh squad will attempt to
rebound in games with Cal Davis
tonight and Saturday.
SJS meets a "very strong and
experienced" J.V. five and plays
the Aggie frosh Saturday. Both
contests start at 6 p.m.
The Spartans suffered a 78-67
setback to Santa Clara’s strong
freshman contingent and then
lost inexplicily, 93-66 to USF last
week, having previously clobbered the Don fmsh, 100-76.
The dual defeats left SJS with
a still impressive 11-3 record.
However, Morrison has announced a starting lineup minus one
former starter, and plans one
other switch.
Center Jan Adamson moves to
forward and 6-6 Leon Beauchman
will take over the pivot, replacing Dave Paul in the starting
rotation.
Team scoring leader Johnnie
Skinner (21.2 ppg) and Gary Ghidinejli (11.21 will team at guard
while Dave Gainza (14.51 will
man the other forward spot.

Spartans

Spartans Acclaimed

FOREIGN
CM PARTS
;)
ECONOMr.,;
IMPORTS /

Jacobsen 114.51 and Jon Borchert
111.91. The Aztecs dealt SJS an
85-74 loss in their first meeting,
shooting 50 per cent and outrebounding the Spartans by a 4434 margin.

Starting Lineups

Frosh Cager Skinner
Big Hope for Future
itI ’"i. VALLACE
It -d() sports Writer
’II the loss of Darnell Hill the Army, the SJS bas’1 team has lacked a flashy,
player.
However, Spartan basketball
fans don’t have to wait until
Hillman returns in Dec., 1971 to
enjoy watching a flashy, crowd
pleasing player in Spartan gym.
The solution is to come early to
a varsity game and see Johnnie
Skinner, the leading player on
the freshman team.
Skinner is not only the leading
scorer for the frosh, but he is the
player invariably called on to
take the key shot in a close game.
"He is one of the rare guys
who is willing to assume responsibility for the outcome of the
game," says frosh coach Stan
Morrison. Three times this season Skinner has scored the key
points in a narrow Spartan victory. The frosh have an 11-3
record.
Skinner scored a basket with
five seconds left in a 66-65 win
at Cal, made four free throws in
the last 19 seconds in an 81-80
victory over the U.C. Medical
Center, and made key baskets in
an overtime win against College
of San Mateo.
Johnnie has worked hard at
improving his dribbling and passing, and the team has profited
from his increased skills, according to Morrison. With some
fine rebounding from the big
man, the freshman have been
able to fast break a lot. Skinner
often handles the ball on the fast
break, and his speed and abilit
to drive to the basket have increased the effectiveness of the
break.
Despite the pressure of being
called on in the crucial situations, Skinner has maintained a
high .489 shooting percentage..
His free throw average is a fine I
.797. Skinner credits professional I
star Bill Bradley with helping:
him on his free throw shooting. ,
Skinner came to SJS from
Philadelphia, where he was an
all -city Performer. Skinner was

of 63 figure from the foul line.
Worse. Spartan guards have gone
an unbelieveable 8 of 48 from the
floor.
Coach Dan Glines hopes the
return of junior guard Chris Guenther, sidelined with an ankle
injury, will improve that mark.
Glines is also banking on another strong performance from
forward Pat Hamm and the improving play of Coby Dietriek at
center.

NOW EXCLUSIVE

II

S-PARTAN 111AMT
f1,1 I:art 1 ’t 1970

New Board
To Discuss
Admissions
Formation of a 16 -member
council to advise the 19 campuses
of the state college system on admission policy was announced
Thursday by State College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
The council, whose duty will
be to evaluate current admissions policies and recommend
new policies where needed, will
consist of college administrators,
faculty members and stndents.
Scheduled to meet fo:- the first
time this month, the council is
one rtep in a program of cernmen admissions !or all the stall.,
ei
The program, rtnautaxeii last
fail, int Ives many saeus to achieve uniform applicatiain dates,
processing and assistance for students in planning for college attendance.

Reading Course Recommended Alumni Director Quits

"All college students- not just
the poor readers, but all the students, should take a course in
reading," says Mrs. Norma Spaulding, campus reading clinic director
In the early and mid -1950s.
students in the United States
were taught reading in the first
three years of grammar school
and then left to advance at their
own rate. After the launching of
Sputnik by the USSR. however,
American educators evaluated
this country’s reading program
and found it in need of revamping.
"Many high schools are now
offering courses in reading that
teach students not only how to
read words, but where to look for
the main ideas in a story and how
to recognize propaganda," Mrs.
Spaulding commented.
The reading clinic here at SJS
teaches these same principles and
also gives instruction in speed
reading
Unlike commercial speed reading courses, however, the prom offered here emphasizes
iirlat-y and comprehension.
isr cent rate of compre-,
is required before a stu-

JET L.A.-EUROPE

o
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Name
Street
City

The deadline for submitting
nominations is Friday, March 13.
A nominating letter and four supporting letters Ls the minimum

In 1965 tht, State Legislator,
established the awards to recognize the excellence of teachers
the higher educations system.
SJS Distinguished To: idling
Awards are for excellence it:
teaching and associated actis it ies
whieh carry an honorarium el
$500 eich.
The two Outstanding Professor Awards are for reeognized
in teaching
(’:«elleras.
mewed by wider itrofession,11 :vmognition. An aw:Ird of $1 noo
cash will be given for this ;marl.
The nominat ing letter must is,
written by .1 faculty or administrator while the remaining tear
letters may be submitted by laeulty. students or alumni. A letter
with more than one signature,
;:tudents or faculty, may be gut en
additional weight by the eemmittee.
This contest is an open inv,:alion to all administrators, face:ty, and students to select tbi
best teachers on campus and cistaiguish them as such. SJS has
had 32 recipients of these awards
in the contest’s four year history.
Alvin Beckett. business; Owen
Broyles, economics; Arturo Fat’63 FALCON Mod. 6 cyl., Stick, New
lico, philosophy; Marie Fos, philosophy; John Gilbert, political
,
259-0824,
science; Albert Gillis, music:
THE LOVED ONE" Friday, Feb. 13,
Walter Gong, physical science:
& 10:00 p.m. 50c.
Richard Hartesveldt, biological
science and Francis Huary. meFOR SALE 171
chanical engineering were I., -;
en
years distinguished teacher’s
WaTSON S AMERICAN INDIAN ART
campus,
r -,pry, jewelry,
beads. NW
important
the
Blair emphasized
ense. Come
selectin
play
may
role students
12-5. Opera
ing potential award winners, Stu14C) W. Main, L.. Gatos
dents may prissure faculty members into select ing vandidmes or HART SKIS
.1 boots. Ask for Neil,
in writing and signing letters.
fter 3:30 p.m.

Tonight-6 p.m. feed
8-72 dancing
295-9559

SIGMA ALPHA MU

COME -332 South 11th St.
../"...C.C.r..e..C..07.#00010CoOrearCe-vriZe

\ -1,111

Jr’ It,
Cliti),
\
II 111 I: JP. I CIF4RTERS

to
HONG I011; & OTHER ASIAV CITIES
$407
Rot ND:1"RIP
To TAME I 8,
HONG KONG

A special course to be offered

required tor a full-lin:1. 1.,111
member who is spending ;it le,s!
half time teaching to be consnlered. Nominations and support in
documentation will he accept’,1
by Blair in the mechanical al,. :fleeting department, E-103.

Spirits, Spaghetti, Bands
i FRIDAY THE 13th PARTY!

5187
ONE-WAY
CHARTER
To JAPAN

3-NloNT11 FLIGHT
2-11ONTI1 FLIGHT
1-MoNTD FLIGHT

IsmNNECTING FLIGHT, TO SINGAPORE, MANILA,
11%NG1,01,.., !"1 III I. AND CALCUTTA

FOR INFORMATION. WRITE OR CALL:
Lo, Hight Chairman
SPI, ’..itanforfl,
94:1115
DA I. 1111
Phone .1,15 1 325-0015
NAME:
LI1111
/I I ’
worewr

../40000000001.,

board

president,

an-

nounced yesterday the resignation
of the association’s executive
director, Constance Russell.
Spooner stated that the name
of the new director will he diselosed early next week.

"I urn glad I had the opportunity to work at SJS," Miss Russell stated. "I will leave a great
deal of myself here."
Since she was appointed a year
ago, her office has offered its
time and its resources to such
activities as the Black Arts festival, the College Union programs,

STATE HOUSE APTS. Vacancy 2 bdr"
re’ on. Girls pref. Call 297-8596
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Uppe,
market
.
Share 2 bdrrn. with 2 others.
q
GIRLS qr:lphy de- 55... Call Tony 294-5590 / 433-4540
cur
,ppiy it pretty young collect.
, be one of them? FEMALE ROOMMATE needed immediCall In
.
;
to share clean, cozy 2 bdrm, apt.
manager. ately
427 S. 5th #10. 292-8175.
mothers.
:1.,
PROFESSOR’S WI’FjE ::1’
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
Light housework and
, , c: ....i:Cte. rn2:c27k3.801.1igssary.
with 3 others. $45/mo. 384 E. WilReferences. apt.
.4. Car nece
liam *7. 293-0990. Close to Campus.
j c
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
I
bdrm. Apt. $60/mo. I block from
HOUSING 15’
CHARTER FLIGHTS, Oakland to Lcn
campus. POOL. Call 739-6887.
5.2Eti leaves JL.ne 20 returns Au
25. Ft ght to Hawaii: Mar. 21-28 $215, 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed - to LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
There is space in the college residence
’,I...des flight fare and accornmoda
I bdrm. apt. $50/mo. 357 E. San halls. Applications may be picked up in
,,s.
Flight to Acapulco: Mar, 14-21, share
Call Kathy, 286-5673.
Fernando
#1,
the Housing Office, 319 S. 5th St. #6.
Mo. 21.28, Mar. 28Apr. 4. Price $275
r. , 00 IOO includes flight fare I WANT to share an apt. starting Feb. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
bedContact Gary I, 1970. Near campus, prefer own
house at $37.50 a month. 2 blocks from
room. Write or call Bob Kotch, 7303 school. 293-6527. Sue or Dixie.
Kraft Ave.. North Hollywood, Calif.
YOGA & MEDITATION.-Tues. & Thurs. (213 ) 765-8778.
MALE NEEDS APT. starting A.S.A.P.
W lIir,v ri, fhare. Near campus, prefer
FEMALE STUDENT: serious, non-smoking. Gwr. bedroom. See or Call Bob Kotch,
’
Nice room for rent with kitchen priv. 680 S. 8th St. #5 293.7337.
_
DO YOU WANT TO BUILD a Christian 287-3125 .or 293-9390 after 2.
.Sot
Newman Center - 79 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to FEMALE - ROOMMATE NEEDED - 2
’Ton., Daily 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.: - share 2 bdrm. furnished apartment with bdr. 2 bath. Heated pool. 555 So. 10th
c
thru 2 others. 726 S. 10th St. #5, $37.50/mo. #21. Call 287-7682,
.
5 p.m.) Call 294-1635,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2 bedroom apt, with three others across
I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed from school. $52.50 mo. 297.7930.
THE LOVE ONE
f-..b. 13. M
r 2 bdrm, apt. with 2 others. Non. preferred. 561 S. 7th, 294-5208 COZY HOUSE close to campus needs
one female roommate. Own room. 538
:ave or Ellen.
JOIN THE STUDENT INVASION OF
S. 8th St.. San Jose.
ROOM AVAILABLE. Inquire Mrs. HewH kWA
470 APARTMENT needs Female Rooma. 406 South 4th St,
. .
. isitnos, a car
mates Immediately, Phone 287-3606,
,
aoae for 5260. J ,
WANTED FEMALE senior or grad stuLena.s
’Iv -,’’more info, call
dent (neat) to share modern 2 bed- FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
room. 2 bath apt. 333 N. 5, #2. 298- share 1 bedroom apt. $65/mo. Call after
5 p.m. 287-8058.
WANTED TO BUY: Loht-weight student 7642.
.:
Call 293-3088.
ONE GIRL NEEDED to share 2 bdrm HIGH RISE CONTRACT for sale. Inhouse with three others. Prefer Senior terested? Leave a note for Ron Scott
1905B) or contact me at 742 S. 9th
Soc. Major. $42.50 mo. Call 287-3929,
AUTOMOTIVE (21
Apt. 5,
ROOMMATE WANTED. Male, for 2
bedroom townhouse. Pool, Pool Table and ROOM AVAILABLE. Enquire Mrs. Haw
350 KAWASAKI-for sale, Best Price Patio. $85.00. Call Chuck 3603 Greenlee kins. 406 South 4th St.
Mfered takes it, Keith 286.0183.
Dr. No, 3. 296-3617.,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
CHEV, 64 Impala SS. Radio, Htr. Auto FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share quiet, spacious 2 bdon., 2 bath. Apt.
Trans. Pwr. Steering, Brakes, New Tires, 2 bedroom. 2 bath apartment with 3 $55/mo. 550 S. 11th #5, Call 287-1066.
Bmia.. $600 941-1255 Eves.
others. Call 286-4538.
HELP: I or 2 Female Roommates desperately needed to share 2 bdr., 2 bath lux.
68 MALIBU yellowiLlk. Int., Top. 327 LARGE HOUSE for rent. Students only, apt. Call Deb after 6. 297-3911.
fraimum
5.
$260/mo.
295-7438.
a
21
Warranty. $2250 or trade
or. 797.7426 aft. 5.
v
WANTED married couple no children to MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
2 bd., hon. apt. with myself. Pool. 21/2
STEP VAN, o2 Intl. Pert. Mech. Cond. manage 16 unit Apt, Close to College. blocks to campus. $57.50/mo, pref, non.
36 S. 5th St. 286-5806, 248 Phone 344-0739 collect.
smoker, working grad student. Call 287L. a.e Message. 6 p.m. is best.
ONE
MALE ROOMMATE wanted. 7665 between 5-6:30. Sat. 9-10:30.
Apartment on North 5th. $55 plus utili- MALE STUDENT needed to share 1 bdr.
’65 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER in top ties. Carl 287-4931.
apt. $55/mo. Near campus. T.V. Stereo.
s ioe, low mi., new top, reblt
ROOMMATES WANTED-to share large 439 So. 4th *19. 297-4527.
50. Jeff 287-1435/324-1996.
3 Bedroom House with 4 others. Studio ROOM & KITCHEN PRIV. Good locaHOUSE TRAILER - 1935 Perfect Condi- Space Available. $50/mo. 292-5212.
tion TV, Laundry $55.00/mo. 297-5005.
F a. $650. Call 257-8028.
ANYBODY NEEDED to share I bedroom ROOM & BOARD WOMAN - good loDODGE CUSTOM CAMPER - 1953 barely furnished Apt. with one other - cation. Color TV, laundry. $105/mo.
287-5005.
inquire within 620 S. 9th * 20.
- Cond. $800.00. Call 257.8028.
LARGE HOUSE needs 2 roommates. $60 MALE ROOMMATE, open-minded, tolerTRIUMPH ’68 250, 5000 miles. New each. Phone 297-0803. Upper Division ant wants same for semester. $60/mo.
. 5500 -r bnst <LT,. Call Dale S’ .den,,, Please,
255 N. 3rd *7. contact evenings. No
295-4188,
1 FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share straights and if peace isn’t your thing,
house w/one other girl don’t bother.
’61 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER VELOCE good cond. Slob or offer. 258.7434 after 3 blocks from campus. $50 Willties paid. "THE LOVED ONE" Friday, Feb. 13,
Kilorr,s Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.
Call 286-9914,
f,00.

annual
\Jmindtions for tle
I J. -I inguished Teaching and Outstanding Professor Awards at
SJS are now being accepted,
according to Associate Professor
Philip Blair, awards selection
committee chairman.

i i FREE!!

k-4.7

object. of course, is to stay ahead
of the bar.

Outstanding Professor
Nominations Open

\\.11

Pat Smxfner, SJS Alumni Association

NEW HEAD

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES AND
SMALL DRINK (Coke, Orange, or Root Beer)

INSIDE SALES
.
-.

a

d select S.art
unt
5,

.-

BE MY VALENTINE

Sixth and Santa Clara

Limit one ad per person
at one time.

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 17, 1969

linos

Add this
amount for
each add!
tonal line

SERVICES 181
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Buster. Phone
244-6581.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose,
258-4335 143 Bahama Wey,
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Electric.
Term papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker, 294-0076 Weekdays only BA
CAMPUS Dating Service $2.00. Meet
your ideal match, 296-3533.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service, No contract.
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 2512598.
EXPERT Licensed Care 0-6 Yrs, For SJS
Students. Off Senter Rd. Full or Part
Time Day & Eve. 298-2955.
TYPING-my home. Electric Typewriter
-PICA Type-Near Westgate Shopping
Center, 379.5098.
MEET your perfect match. Campus Dating Service $2. 296-3533
TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE $9.00 per month. Call 377-2935.
DAY CARE preschool playgroup, playroom, yard. natural foods. 298-3894 or
286.1994.
BABYSITTING in my home part or full
time. 3 blocks from campus. Call Danielle 28’-5927.
TRANSPORTATION 191
INTERESTED IN FLYING TO SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS during Sernester 8,047
Round Trip in Cessna 4.serder, 5110.
CONTACT PATT, 295-2013.
PRETTY YOUNG THING needs ride
daily from Palo Alto, Call Patrice 325.
5986,
RIDERS WANTER, MWF, 8:30 to 3:30 or
later from Livermore to San Jose, Call
443-4827,

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

- if you can take pictures and
part time pay, call Mr. Hoppe,

lines
lines
lines

HELP! LOST WEDDING RING. Unique
hand -made. Lost in Student Union during
finals. If found call 379-1271.

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-400

(OR ELSE!)

Phone

294-6414. Ext. 2465

...r.ozcocceszacterrov

CLASSIFIED RATES

3
4
5
6

LOST: MALE, WHITE PEKINGESE. Lost
at 6th and Julian. Call Cory, 295-4568 or
bring by 336 N. 6th St.

1970 Model. 1 Mo.
0 Bindings. See to
oe Barry 298.0497.

DOMESTIC HELP WANTED - Coed
live in, board and room.
Helper, light housework. Curtiss
0184 after 6 P.m or
n81 Weekdays.

WITH THIS AD

DOG LOST-L,berman Pia:cher Pup,
Black and Tan. Vic. of 10th and Reed.
Reward $50.00. Call 295-7496.

MON.-WED.-FRI.
9:30-3:30

HEATHERLEE Agen,ies now hiring part, a temporary babysitters and house--. 796-3533.
VOLUNTEER HELP OF ALL KINDS is
,,rby Girl Scout Troops.
,
748.7226 or 294-7650.
PART TIME & TEMP. babysitters and
Aed, Heatherless Agen-

Minimum
Three lines
One day

LOST AND FOUND 161

Office -J206

HELP WANED 141

PHOTO
a

RED BARN

the jazz I.
I tire marching band,
the at hi.employment situation. the Joe West dedication and
the campus beautification program, to name a few.
She is resigning her post here
in order to work on her master’s
degree in graphics at the University of Southern California.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

I .
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dent is allowed to advance to a by the clinic this semester is what
Mrs. Spaulding terms a -speedy
higher speed.
speed reading course."
Between 100 and 300 students
use the clinic each semester and
This course, beginning Feb. 19
the average reader doubles his
and running for six weeks, is despeed within the first month.
signed for students with average
Everyone registered at SJS iii
or better vocabulary and compreeligible to use the clinic, located
hension. Further information on
in Ed 231. between 830 ;1.m. and
the course is available from Mrs.
:I:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Spaulding in the chine.
On his first visit to the reading
clinic, a student takes a readim
test which determines in win,,.
part of the program he will star’
Below-average readers vt,,,,
with a tachistoscope which Basle phrases unto a sereen for on, fortieth of a second. This teaches
them to read phrases rather than
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11
words and thus increase their
speed
Average readers are aSShannl CAR RALLYE. START-Stanford S&L c.
Alto). SATURDAY
to the controlled reader. This 71:1_
’.."--RTIN’ LIFE. Ert,
chine rolls the text of a stoi
ragJnnings welcome
anytime between
across a screen at 120 to 9,,,,
I 573.8768,
words per minute.
Yet another device the elle,
PERSONNEL SPECIALIST -A r.. t t
,
,
...,,de ’is’ : j : jv:7,r 5
uses to aid readers i,. :In a; . I
Rela:
- I l..1...,:al
’
erator a bar which [Now. Ill, ’1 ......
..../J.
J.
Reyes,
. 5i
85-06 246rn St..
a page at a preseribed speed. The i Jurna f a N.Y. 11426.
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’The Firing Line’

Fire and Ice

EDITOR’S NOTE: A.S. President
James Edwards was interviewed
last week by members of the Spartan Daily editorial board. This Is
the find of a seriea of -faring
Une" Intel-stews that will appear
periodically this semester. inteniewers included Editor Bob
Braekett, .Assistant Editor Craig
Turner, News Editor Charlotte
Marshall, and Associate EillWr R.
L. Beadle.

Daily: Remembering your election
eve. you entered the office of A.S.
President with great enthusiasm. What
do you propose to be your greatest accomplishments in office since that time?
Edwards: Essentially I think it’s disproving the allegations at that time,
like for instance that I was going to
burn down (rat row. And it happens
that I wind up supporting (rat row by
supporting a large suit for ATo against
the alumni of that house.
Another allegation is that I would
have no rapport with Reagan, and it
comes out that Reagan made the statement himself that I was in on a meeting in which we had great rapport.
Things of that type. And that I couldn’t
get along with certain factions of the
campus, which just isn’t true.
And I think this has been part of
what has been the problem on campuses, especially in regards to Blacks
being in certain positions of power. And
that has been that When other people
aspire to this power, what they do
which is something which happened in
Los Angeles and something which I am

see what we’re trying to accomplish
here at SJS.
And another thing is trying to get
people to understand that Edwards
isn’t entirely bent on destroying the
university and things like this. And one
of the things that kept occurring when
I got into office is people writing in
to the newspapers saying how, why did
you elect that communist, and things
like this.
As far as I’m concerned, I don’t
think we can ever really get the rednecks in the community to begin to
understand what students are doing,
you know, what they’re trying to accomplish in this day and age, because
they’re in a position where they simply
refuse to understand
nobody
what
kind of rationale the students come
up with today, you know, what’s really
happening; because they have a vested
interest in maintaining the status quo,
and students to a great degree have a
vested interest in undermining and
overturning the status quo, because the
status quo essentially has got us Vietnam, has got us inflation, has got us
the social problems which we are having at home.

Daily: Following your recent conference with Governor Reagan, you announced formation of an EOP mobilization committee. Could you enumerate
some specifics as to what this committee hopes to accomplish and how?
Edwards: Essentially we’re going to
start off this week, with a series of
demonstrations which will have nothing
to do with the school perse, because
SJS is one of the few schools in this
state college system which has con-

-Deily photos by Ns Philby

that
certain will happen this year is
they play off the inability of most
Whites to understand the crucial issues
of the times.
And when the minorities aspire to
these positions and try and show, even
though I think they have no real reason to show, Whites that they can do
these jobs as well as anyone else, they
have to come up against this wall of
"they’ve never been proven;" you know,
"we don’t know what you will do;"
"we’re basically afraid;" and this kind
of thing.
And this is one of the things that
came out during the elections which
now, for all practical purposes, has
been disproved. And there is no real
difference between this administration
and other administrations in the past
except that I think we’ve gotten into
student government a little more.
We’ve made it different in that we’re
Interested in attacking problems, and
we’ve weeded out the people who are
on ego trips, People in there have jobs
to do, and they do them.
Daily: What has been your biggest
problem since entering office?
Edwards: I think it basically centers
around academic freedom. I think this
time the trustees and Ronald Reagan
are some of the most repressive elements in the academic community that
there is. They don’t allow the academic
community to make certain decisions,
I think, which would lead to a truly
educational and academic environment.
And I’m mentioning specifically
things like Gay Liberation, the choice
of presidents, how students feel that
student funds should be used. Like students now are oriented toward more
humanistic aspects of education; for
instance, they tend to choose the edusay, like the
cation of minorities
over such things as
EOP program
which we have
team,
a losing football
here at SJS.
Because many of the alumni in San
Jose have influential friends in the
trustees office, they don’t allow students to make this move, to make this
switch. They’d rather see a losing football team than to see people get educated, thereby becoming productive
members of the society. Students do
not see priorities in this mixed up
fashion,
And one of the biggest disappointments has been to go and to deal with
the Neanderthals in Sacramento and at
the trustees meetings to get them to

tributed quite a bit of money to the
EOP program, and we’re not dissatisfied at all with the cooperation we’ve
had from SJS.
What our protest will be directed
towards is the state legislature, which
cut back on the funds which makes
it possible for continuing students to
continue on the EOP program. And I
think this is absurd when you have a
society which says that the way minorities make it out of welfare rolls and
make it out of the poverty cycle is to
obtain education, and then to cut back
the means for them to acquire that
education.
And what this whole movement will
be for is to coordinate on all campuses
across the state, minorities and people
sympathetic to this cause of which
I think we can find quite a few -- to
begin to expose the Reagan administration for what it is in regards to the
cutback In the EOP program, which is
nothing but institutionalized racism.
We live in a society where the profit
motive tends to outstrip the social conscience in regards to solving social
problems, and I think that until these
kinds of ridiculous priorities are alleviated, then we will continue on with our
present social problems our present
economic ills.
Daily: Do you have support on other
campuses? You mentioned you’re hop)
ing to gain more.
Edwards: We had a statewide meeting at San Francisco State this past
weekend which representatives from 15
state colleges attended, and we came
out with a platform that appeared in
the San Francisco Chronicle last week.
And this is a platform we all agreed on.
The tactics will come out of a meeting to he held on Feb. 14 at Los Angeles State College, and what we’ll
come out with is a basic plan of action
which will be designed to expose the
opportunistic politicians and people
who have been voting consistently
against EOP legislation, and this is
basically education for minority students.
But let me also say that we hope to
tie this in to the general picture of
education in California, which, at best,
is in pretty bad shape.
Daily: But this particular committee
is concerned with Ws and the state
colleges and not with the university?
Edwards: Well, the university has no
program. Reagan "blue-pencilled" the
program for the University, putting
higher education in California in an

Inside James Edwards

eletist position, because if no minorities are able to attend the university.
the only individuals who can get in ad"
those who have the money to pay the
high tuition.

Daily: At the present time, EOP
funds come from both state and federal
governments and from student fees.
What do you think should be the major
source of EOP funds?
Edwards: Well, I think they should
be from the federal and state government, where the bulk of it could very
well come from the federal government. This is no different from how
any large, costly program in this country is subsidized. The federal government sees the necessity of underwriting, subsidizing, various endeavors,
whether it’s educational, industrial, the
space program, or what have you.
And since we’re operating in a state
college system, it just so happens that
the state will have to subsidize the
largest amount of it, but I think eventually the federal government is going
to have to come in and begin to take
a larger share of the cost of subsidizing the education of minorities awl
poor people.
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Daily: What is your position on job
recruitment in the college union. We
know you called for a referendum to
let the students decide the issue. But
what is your personal opinion?
Edwards: Well, my personal opinion
is that these people represent an institution where the profit motive is
much more important than the social
conscience. At many of those companies
that we have in the student union,
Blacks cannot even get jobs. Many of
those companies in there are multimillion dollar corporations, and heretofore I haven’t been able to find any of
those companies involved in social experiments, that is, underwriting educational projects and things of this type.
The students who wanted to go in,
of course they wanted jobs. I have no
disagreement with that. But I think
what the students from SDS are beginning to talk about is that this is the
problem we have now. Everyone is concerned with jobs regardless of what’s
happening to someone in this society or
another society who isn’t able to obtain
a job.
And I think what we have to begin
to do is try and get these corporations
to in some way begin to engage in
dialogue, like the federal government
is requiring them to do now in the area
of pollution. You see, this is just a
logical extension of what SDS is talking about in regards to their interest
in the war.
I think that what we have to begin
to do is to move away from this whole
thing of profit, because this is the
whole thing that they’re talking about.
They’re talking about how the capitalistic system has put people living in
this society in such a point that their
main concern, their main claim to
fame, is that they want to get a job,
whether that job entails keeping other
people down, whether that job means
that minorities aren’t going to be able
to acquire a job, whether that job
means, you know, "I just have to sit
here and carry out company policy
which could be that, o.k., all niggers
coming in here, you tell them that we
haven’t got a job, even though we may
have jobs going," you see. That doesn’t
matter, as long as they have a job.
And I tried at the beginning of that
conference (demonstration) to set up
some kind of rapport between the re-

even though that decision at that time
may not be the popular decision
What point I would get involved in
I do not know as of yet. But my position on it is that there should be some
rapport between the recruiters on campus and whoever has dissatisfaction
with the kind of policy they have, especially in regards to the Vietnam war.
But it just so happens that, as an institution, the Vietnam war is acceptable to the majority of Americans. This
has been shown in polls time and time
again. So therefore, anyone objecting
to that war is an outsider, you see, or
is a rebel or something like this.
Well. I think if that’s the case, then
I guess I’m an outsider and a rebel,
because I would object to those companies coming on campus without defining their role in relationship to the
Vietnam war.

no regrets about anything that I have
done or said in the past, because I
think the things that I said were morally and ethically justifiable under the
conditions that I operated under as a
Black person in the society....
These are things which go into making up what would be considered the
real me and how I view things. But
really, the real me, I guess, you could
say, it would really change with time,
it would really change with the circumstances under which I’d have to
operate as a human being within the
society.
I would not say the things I will say

Daily: And if this rapport does no’
come about, you’ll oppose further recruiting?
Edwards: Yes, I will.
Daily: Will there be college recruiting this spring?
Edwards: Yes, I believe so. Sometime in March,
Daily:
Union?

Will

it

he

in

the College

Edwards: I think so, yes.
Daily: During both the fall elections
and the RAM/SDS confrontations a
month later, the question of "the real
James Edwards" was raised. In terms
of these events and your "altercation"
(a widely reported scuffle) with a
Spartan Daily sports editor last year,
who Is "the real James Edwards?"
Edwards: That’s a gas of a question.
That’s like asking, who’s the real you,
you know. Who knows? I think that’s
something which is ins" lved in the

now; I would not act in the manner
act now, if there weren’t certain things
going on in the society that cause me
to act and say the things that I do.
I mean, I’d much rather he laying up
un the beach with some chick somewhere cooling it. You know, I don’t
dig talking to Ronald Reagan. I think
he’s an ass. Who’d want to waste time
doing something like that?
But in this day and age I think it’s
necessary that people begin to get involved and take part in the problems of
the world. If they don’t, I don’t think
we’ll have much of a world left.
Daily: On the night of your election,
you said you would be willing to work
with "progressive elements" in the
Greek system, Have you found thtsai
progressive elements?

eruiters and SDS, and all except one
firm and this is ATI’ -- refused to
meet with them, refused to even discuss. Now, are they afraid of words
or what? I don’t know. But I think
that was absurd. Talking wouldn’t have
hurt anyone.
Daily: Will you be an active participant if this matter comes up again in
March?
Edwards: Definitely. I feel that I
should become involved in any issue
which is an issue on the college campus. I think that part of the responsibility of being in a position of leadership is to make the correct decision,

I have a great interest in what happens to Black students on campus, but
I was also elected by a large constituency of White students and I also have
a responsibility to that element.
Daily: A few years ago SJS was
known as a "party school." Now it is
referecl to as a "turned-on campus."
What is your opinion in regards to
what has brought about this change?
Edwards: Well, I would say Mexico
had a little bit to do with it. But, if
you want to get a little more political,
I think that students around the country, and this is not only true in this
country but around the world, are be-

process of becoming, you know. I think
no one ever knows the real you, because we’re different individuals under
different circumstances.
Daily: Was that the real you last
year in the conflict with the sports
edit or?
Edwards: Yoh, I would say so, I
would say that most of the things I
have been involved in is the real me.
I would say it’s basically the reaction
of having to he Black and confront certain situations in a basically racist
society.
But 1 would say yes, that it was me,
and if the situation arose again, I have

Edwards: Yes. And this is another
allegation which was made during the
election that has been refuted. It was
said that I couldn’t work with the
Greek system. that I was going to burn
the Greek system down. One of the
people with whom I’ve been working
very closely, and this is something I
mentioned during the electon itself, is
Dave Anderson, who is in Theta Chi.
I also was involved in several of the
fraternities in the Greek system in
raising money for the Indians on Alcatraz, and we worked together and cooperated in that endeavor excellently.
We raised money and clothes and food
and sent them up to the island of
Alcatraz.
We’ve done things like this. We’re also considering getting the Greek system involved in the SHARE tutorial
program. The first two things are
things which have occurred. The third
is one we hope to get involved in in
the semester. ..

coming much More aware of the society
in which they live. They’re not only
idealistic, but they’re realistic, and
they are admittedly concerned about
the problems and the world which
they’ll face once they reiteh the state
which their parents have reached.
Through the news media, through
the communications media, they can
look and see the real America, and the
real America is not an America where
you have harmonious racial relationships, but a nation where the different
races are constantly at each other’s
throats. Anti the students see this, and
they don’t feel that they wish this to he
a part of the life that they live, unless
they get out of this institution of
higher indoctrination,
And I think that this has been one of
the major things toward changiniz SJS
Iron) the so-called thing of a "party
school" to a school more involved in
problems of the world.
And I think that also with the advent of the civil rights movement, with
the movement of Black students on
campus. many White students have
begun to see that the America and the
country that they have taken for
granted so long in reality does not
exist, and out of that also has come a
new realization as to what we should
do and our responsibility as human
beings to begin to change this thing.
Daily: Is SJS now a good school for
a Black student to attend?
Edwards: I think SJS is moving to
that point , . .
I think that State is far ahead of
many schools in regards to emoting an
atmosphere where minority groups feel
comfortable, and with the things which
Harry (Edwards) did, say, in 1967, we
(Continued 05 Page 211)
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I think that in a year or two,
after we solve some of the institutionalized racist practices that
we have, these are things that
am. inherent in the way of doing
things on the college campuses
hut haven’t really come to the
fore yet because Blacks haven’t
been involved. After we begin to
solve some of those things, then
I think we’ll move truly toward
a situation where Blacks feel
comfortable.
Right now they don’t really
feel comfortable. For all practical
purposes, we have two distinct,
different society here on campus
right now. But I think that when
we begin to tell the truth in
these History 17 A and B classes,
which are now nothing hut White
nationalism it should he Whim
nationalism 17 A and B well I.
letter. The history of America
not White Angio-Sason Brm,
milt. This course should
!awed as lies; it should be %Vial. American History 17 A and 13.
Dolly: If I understand you correctly, you think that a better
integrated program of what we
have would be more advantageous
than a Black studies program?
Edwards: The Black Studies
program simply tells the other
side of the implications of minorities within this country. If
you would go to Black Studies,
you would get a history of America which is damned near 180
degrees different from that you’re
!’clting in Histmy 17 A and B.

Send a LoveBundle
for Valentine’s Week.
Why squeeze a lot of Love into just
one day?
Order a LoveBundle to arrive early.
It’s a unique arrangement designed
to stretch Valentine’s Day into a week.
Because the flowers will last.
A special Valentine. Only at FTD
florists. At a special price.
4’

Usually available at Si, 5Cr
less than

Ask for it.

tI endent business non, each El I) Member Florist sets his

many people speculated on the from commun:sm and from the
future relations between SJS and Gay Liberation Front and things
the Board of Trustees. Since that like that.
time, how would you characterize
Daily: It’s been predicted that
this relationship?
when Ronald Reagan wins the
Edwards: I think it has pro- next gubernatorial election, there
gressively gone downhill, mainly will be a whole board of Dudley
because the trustees and Reagan Swims. Do you think that’s going
and Dudley Swim and Dumke and to happen?
some of the rest of these redEdwards: I wouldn’t doubt
necks are the most repressive that, especially if this thing of
elements that have ever been in EOP is able to get off the ground,
the California state college sys- mainly because the whole Calitem. And I think the whole state fornia state system is into a very
college system will be seeing the repressive era now, and they’re
effects of these Neanderthals witch hunting for professors and
for a long time to come.
liberal college presidents and
There is no such thing as thinks like that.
academic freedom. Everything is
Daily: During your campaign,
predicated upon how politically you referred to fighting the area’s
What
see.
you
expedient is this,
"rent barons," and the student
will be the reaction of the voters, housing problem. What progress
the
education
for
what’s
good
not
has your administration made in
of young people in this country, this area?
who will eventually have to take
Edwards: We’ve been doing
the reins and begin to govern a
that. We’ve won several suits in
truly democratic society. Not
relation to discrimination in
"Sit is best for them, but what
housing, and our attorney, Phil
is politically expedient to keep
Hammer, is handling this. We had
Ronald Reagan in office.
law suits going on in regards to
This is what is of primary im- leases, very repressive leases.
portance. not the academic situAlso we supported ATO in
ation. If this was true, then it taking out a suit against their
wouldn’t really matter whether alumni in regards to putting them
Angela Davis was hired or wheth- out of the house. This is just
er Harry Edwards was hired, another extension of the housing
tell who helped theill
that year, were the Indians. And whether or not Dr. Burns could problem that we’re having.
yet White America comes here become President of San Jose
Daily: What are your projected
and runs rampant committing State. These would not be ques- revisions in the athletic budget?
that
is
if
then,
because
tions,
ed
peowhole
race
genocide on a
Edwards: Right now we’re in
Ple, and then all of a sudden the the case, they would begin to
question their academic creden- the process of negotiating that
--,,mtry’s theirs.
out, and I really couldn’t say unThe same thing is true of the tials, you see, and not their potil after these negotiations have
litical affiliation.
.I.,panese; they (White America
Because students are aware ended.
,arcerated the Japanese in conAs of right now, we’re trying to
cntration camps in California enough now to begin to recog,Mring World War II. And one nize a dumb communist, just make a move which would bring
the main stations which helped like they’re aware enough to the football team under the Spar, mpletnent this was SJS. because recognize a dumb American, and tan Foundations because of the
Haw set up headquarters in the take them each for what they cost incurred In supporting such
are -a dummieand don’t have a losing venture as the football
y a over hero.
You see, they should change anything to say. But the trustees team over the past years. And
",eir course to White American don’t give students this credit this isn’t talking about the elimimstory 17 A and 13, This is today. They’re always willing to nation of football at San Jose
piedect these young, fragile minds State. But what it does mean, I
,-...(ctly what it is.
Daily: Before you took office, like yours to sit around this table think, is that students are beginning to le-cognize that that
large amount of money could be
used for better academic purposes
on campus.
And I think no one in the businss community will be willing to
support a losing venture, as the
football team has been. And there
have been steady promises upon
promises that this is the last
year that we won’t have a winning season. State hasn’t had a
4,41,1
winning season in years. And I
think that if the alumni want to
push this idea, then they should
be the ones to support the enSummer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet peodeavor.
ple, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more
We’re not talking about minor
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send $1.00
for membership and 34-page illustrated JOBS ABROAD maga.
sports at all. Minor snorts at San
zine, complete with details and applications to International
Jose State are excellent, and
Society for Training and Culture, 566 United Nations Plaza, New
we’re going all out to support
York. N. Y., a non-profit student membership organization.
minor sports at San Jose State.
Somebody lied, you see, like you
can look in your American history book, and they’ll tell you
that Christopher Columbus discovered this country - -which Dick
Gregory has saidand there are
Indians all over this country.
Now, how the hell can I leave
here and go outside anti discover
your car. You see, this is ridiculous.
They’ll tell you that the people
who cat a to Jamestown, and the
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Daily: Football is all you’re
concerned about, then?
Edwards: Yes, to a great
degree.
Daily: To understand your position completely, right now you
foresee drastic cuts in student
body funding of the football program?
Edwards: No, not any real
cuts, but a transfer of responsibility to the alumni foundation.
Not any real cuts.
Daily: Do you think a winning
football team. like USC’s for
example, would be worth supporting?
Edwards: Oh, definitely. I
think it’s evident -the soccer
team gets more people in attendance than the football team
does. If you’ve ever been to a
sweet. match, you’ve seen that.
This just says that there must be.
something wrong with the football team; there’s got to be. So
why continue to put this amount
of funds in a losing endeavor?
So, this is my personal opinion.
I would be willing to throw it

election, the more humanistic
elements in regards to politie.t1
campaigns are either shot down
in the streets and assassinated or
else they can’t get on the climin
state ballots anywhere.
So I think that what we’re in
the position of doing is supporting
the best of the evils. So, to this
extent I would support anyone
who is favorable to clearing up,
alleviating the condition that
higher education is facing today.
And it’s in bad shape from Harvard on up.
Daily: Through no fault fo your
own, you came in late last semester. You’re only going to have
one more semester to implement
your program. Would you consider running again for the same
office?
FAlwards: Are you kidding?
Well, no, I’ll be graduating. I
hope to graduate either at the
end of this semester or after
summer school, so I won’t even
be around to run again, anyway.
And I won’t be in school here at
San Jose State.

Committee
Work Falters

open to a student referendum,
and I would be willing to do
whatever they wanted to do in
that area. If they are willing to
support a losing venture, then
this will be the course of action of
student body government at San
Jose State. But I think this shows
a total lack of understanding of
primities in 1970 in regards to
dealing with many of the problems that the academic community has to face.
Already there is a lack of funds
in funding programs at the
school. I am not anti-athletics.
But I think we have to begin to
recognize basic priorities. Athletes are here not basically to
play football but to get an education. For some of the athletes,
athletics is a means towards that
end. And I think, if that’s the
ease, that people who are interested should begin to subsidize
athletic’s. And this is the alumni
foundation, Spartan Foundations,
I mean.
Daily: Changing the subject a
bit; you have not been highly
complimentary about the Reagan
administration. Are you anticipating becoming involved in the
race for governor as an active
supporter of the Democratic
nominee?
Edwards: Well. I’m not in the
thing of supporting political campaigns, but I think it is of the
utmost necessity now that everyone begin to get involved. I think
that many of the people in this
day and age are concerned -my
personal opinion is that they’re
the best of the evils. We haven’t
even begun to move toward a humanistic politics because, as has
been seen in the last presidential

What happens when a good
idea goes bad; when somehow
the theory never becomes a reality and the potential is never
realized? What happened to the
committee designed to humanize
the institution of SJS
the
Faculty-Student Liaison committee?
This was a joint Academic
Council
student government
venture. Both assemblies turned
this committee into "an institution similar to cheerleading, Experimental College, CUPB and
others which are taken for
granted," according to Roger Olsen. the committee’s acting
chairman.
Through wide-open communication, the committee was to see
potentially explosive situations
and de-fuse them by recommending appropriate changes in college policy.
Louie Barozzi, assistant dean of
students for student government
and committee member attributed the committee’s problems
to: 1) The absence of Dean
David Barry who first presented
the idea; Barry is no longer at
SJS and his successor, Dr. William Dusel, did not support it as
actively as Barry did; 2) No adequate discussion of committee
functions and purposes by the
new members of the committee;
3) a chairman has yet to be appointed and responsibility has
fallen on the acting chairman,
Roger Olsen, who is not even a
member of the committee; and
4) the committee does not know
its authority. Barozzi commented
that if the committee had authority, then it could function as
fully as it was intended.
It is the function of the committee to publicize and hold open
meetings for hearings of campus
problems, according to Olsen. On
the basis of problems presented
to the committee by members of
the college community, proposals
for positive action shall he initiated by the committee or a designee of the committee. Such
is the way that the committee is
designed to work. It is fine in
theory but that theory has yet
to even partially fill its potential.
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SAM Offers Awards
To Minority Students
Two EOP minority students
will be selected as recipients of
$100 scholarships Monday, Feb.
16, in the Calaveras room of the
College Union.
The
latest scholarships
to
further enhance educational opportunity for minorities are being
awarded by the Society for the
Advancement of
Management
SAM1.
Clint Cox, SAM president, said
"One Black as well as one Brown
student will be awarded memberships in SAM in addition to the

$100 scholarships, which are in
cash form, and are to be utilized
by the recipients as they See
lit.
"The major criteria for judging
the winners of the new awards
is student need," Cox added.
SAM will conduct a board
meeting at 2:30 p.m., preceding
the presentations of the scholarships at 3:30. The board is Corn prised of SAM’s elected officers,
committee chairmen, and staff.
Approximately 30 SAM members
tiII these posts,

Snack Bar Hours Cut;
More Food Machines
gone into effect for the College

’Since this is Ikrsically a (Nanmuter college, we had hoped to

Union snack bar due to a lark of

provide a pimp for these taxa*,

Shorter operating hours have

student interest in food services

to go between classes. But things

during late evening and weekend

just didn’t work out as planned. -

hours.

SATISFIED

According to snack bar manager Ed Niethold, the area will
now be open from 8 a.m. until 7
p.m.,

Monday

through

Friday.

The snack bar will no longer offer food services on weekends.
However, while the food services serving area will be closed
after 7 p.m., the eating area will
remain open during regular College Union hours for student use
as a study area or a place to get
together with friends.
VENDING MACHINES
As soon as possible vending
machines will be installed in the
area to serve hot and cold drinks,
sandwiches and
other foods.
Canned foods and bakery products will also be available and
a micro-wave stove will be installed to warm cold foods.
"We are willing to do anything
financially possible to accomodate the needs of the students,"
said Niethold in explaining the
changes.
"However,
before
Christmas we were open long
hours and suffered high losses.

Niethold expressed hope that
the new setup would satisfy most
of the needs of the students. He
added that the snack bar area
will be closed from 7 p.m. until

SJS Opens Classrooms
In Europe, Asia, Africa
Since 1963, !nitre than 2,000
students registered with Califorat tended
State
Colleges
nia
classes in Europe. Africa, the
Middle East, South America and
the Orient.
These are students participating in the California State College International program, which
allows them to receive credit
abroad while remaining registered at a state college.
Those interested in the 19701971 program must file an application with Mrs. Ethel Bryant,
second floor of the Career Planning and Placement Office, Building AA, 122 S. Ninth St.. by Friday. March 20. There is no application fee.
Representatives from the Of fi
of lii terna t ional Programs a II
be on campus on Tuesday. March
:1. Those desiring an interview
must sign up at Mrs. Bryant’s
office.
Participants must be juniors,
seniors, or graduates when they
depart. They must have a 3.0
B t grade average over 30 semester units and be proficient
in languages where French. German, Portugese and Spanish is
spoken.
The participating countries are
Colombia, Fr a nee. Germany,
Italy,
Israel,
Ghana, Greece,

Netherlands,
Lebanon,
Japan,
Peru, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Taiwan. the United Kingdom and
Denmark.
The basic fee for the Program
varies front $2000 to $2,500, as
listed in the International Program Catalog. Denmark not included.
Additional details can be obtained from Dr. Marion Richards,
chairman of the state’s International Programs committee, in
Faculty Offices 207, ext. 2045,
and Or Frederic Weed, SJS Inlomat ion:il Programs coordinator’
ill Builitin.z. I. Room S. ext. 2842.

7:30 p.m. for Moaning.
The snack bar is also considering installing a donut machine
similar to the one now
used in Spartan Cafeteria. Ni. hold reported that donuts would
be sold both individually and by
the dozen. It is Niethold’s hope
that the snack bar can eventually
offer a variety of bakery items.

Organization Meet
To Share Views
On February 25
The Students

Abroad Travel

Club, which shares pools and ex-

Decals Available
Employee parking decals for
the spring semester are on sale
at the (’ashier’s Office Ir
263)

In

Building.
Is

urged

the

Administration

fit iiiii xliate purchase
in

order

to

avoid

kt.
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changes experiences among those
who have been and are going
abroad,

will

meet

Wednesday,

Feb. 25 at 3 p.m. in the College
Union Umunhum Room.
The club will discuss summer
trips, study abroad, touring and
travel and education plans available.
See Dr. John Barr. ext. 2187,
or Joyce Rawers. 368-6245, for
further information.

Reserve Book
Room Finds
New Home
Students required to read books
on reserve can go to the first
floor of Library North only to
find that while the room still
exists, the reserve books, people,
and desks have disappeared.
The "new" Reserve Book Room
has been moved into the "old"
Spartan Bookstore building. According to Dr. Stuart Baillie,
director of the library, this is the
first of a series of moves which
will eventually lead to a new
library building.
The Reserve Book Room was
moved because of limited storage
space in the library. The new Reserve Book Room, which is 2000
square feet larger than the old
room, seats 385 people while the
old one seated only 230.
Jim Martin, assistant library
director, said he was pleased with
the new two level Reserve Book
ROOM because it is more centrally located and can be used as
a study area.
The old Reserve Book Room,
which has been under construction since Monday, Feb. 2, is currently being remodeled as the
future site of Admissions and
Records. This move probably
won’t take place until July, 1970.
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No C.U. Board Funds
For Socialist Speaker
A request by a member of the
Socialist Worker Party for an
honorarium and sponsorship of
one of that party’s political candidates to speak at SJS was
turned down reluctantly by the
College Union Program Board at
its meeting Tuesday night in the
College Union.
John Montgomery, a member
of the Socialist Worker Party,
approached the board with an
appeal for sponsorship of one of
the party’s candidates for election in California as well as for
payment for the speaker.
During his brief appeal. Montgomery stated some of the objectives of his party and listed
several reasons he felt should
warrant payment for his speaker
NO PAYMENT
The current policy of not pa.,
ing political speakers. Montgomery said,
was discriminatory
against minority parties for it
limited the chance of their candidates to be heard. The two ma jot
parties, he added, had sufficient
resources available to enable
their candidates to travel to various campuses and speak without
receiving payment for the engagements.

Stereo or Tape Recorder

budget to u irrant payment
any speakers, reganlless of thi
connectitins.
The board adriltst to sports,
and promotr the Socialist Work,
Party’s speaker on the condition
that payment eome Ii’ m sonic
other source. ’Montgomery uit,
referred to the Special Attire.,
thins Committee where he will
liedts.
make a

Even conservative vats rebel
ar
against smear tactics on term
papers. You’re always better off
with erasable Corrasable Bond.
’Idaer.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace on
EATON’S CORRASABLE
Eaton’s Corrasable typeTYPEWRITER PAPER
writer paper. At college bookstores and stationery stores.
Only Eaton makes Corrasable
EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Eaton Paper Division of fel’on

Smudge-ins
are out!

Minority parties, he contended.
did not possess the necessary
funds required for this type of
venture. In order to be heard and
yet still survive it is necessary
that parties such as his receive
some payment to cover traveling
expenses.
SYMPATHETIC
Several board members said
that
they
sympathised
with
Montgomery’s position but added ’
that there were not sufficient
funds available in the board’s

;law

Yanumr, rmarap,paritramp.

Here’s a recipe for those chilly winter nights,
guaranteed to put some fun

and maybe even

romance! -- in ’em.

FREE INTRODUCTORY
SPEED READING LESSON

I II I I- FTERMEN
I I < LS/MEMORIES
A

keyhole peek into

you’ve
1 phonograph
1 "Ti aces/ Memories

a new dimension in reading. If

been looking for the key to more efficient

reading, spend an hour with us.
album by the Lettermen
NEW LOCATION CLOSE TO CAMPUS

(accept no substitutes!)

ACADCMY OF

1 blazing fire

2 people

Mix well. Oim liphts and serve. Plan for extra
helpings.

tit.J.FINESS

330 S. 2nd Street

1 soft fur rug (substitute acceptable)

THURSDAY AND FRiDAY AT 8:00 P.M.
Traces/Memories. Another fine at’
barn by the Lettermen. from Capitol
the put-s 11111eromancein-your
Ida record pople
ST 390 on record and tape

SATURDAY AT 10:00 A.M.

FOR FURTHER
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CALL 293-7406 COLLECT OR DIRECT
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SAM GOODY, Inc.

earnest ness

t hit \ Dustin

has used

in bringing
audiences of two other movies to
reality has come through again
in his latest production, "John
and Mary."
The relationship between Dustin, who plays John, and Mary.
portrayed by Mia Farrow, appear; as the live interaction of
two very real people.
These two people play games.
IS do all people. The audience
see these games very clearly as
they hear the unsaid thoughts
that flow behind the spoken conversation.

However, in knowing these u, said thoughts, feelings and motives, the audience feels that the
actors on the screen are two
breathing souls,
John and Mary have fears to
deal %,% oh, images to put forward,
backgrounds that influence their
present emotions and games they
play. All of this gives them
reality.
FLASHBACK
The flashback technique is also
used in the movie to help the
audience appreciate the people
they are watching and feel the
emotional reality.
In the morning after breakfast
(the morning which followed

their first tfleeting at a party -atmosphere singles bar and the ensuing night in John’s bed’, John
receives a phone call from an old
girl friend.
As he talks, Mary walks selfconsciously to the kitchen and
closes the dour. The jealousy and
fear of rejection mounting inside
of her is communicated to the
viewers by a flashback.
While she and a former lover
are on a beach vacation, the
mans wife calls and says he must
fly home the next morning.
FLASHFORWARD
The audience sees the similarity not only in the situations but
also in the jealousy and fear in

(212) 361-3088

18-02B

Its K WEN PETTEitsoN
Daily Staff Writer
"Our St j le will he casual and
sedate . . . not stoned, but very
relaxed," Jim Reifschneider, program director for KSJS, the campus FM radio station, said while
explaining the station’s new format.

II

1

"We are trying to present a
inure professional product." Reifschneider said, "and to show that
the s tat ion warrants more
money." The KSJS staff has proposed new programming for this
semester which they hope to be
able to carry out if they receive
enough funds from student council.
The station is on the air front
6-10 every week night, at 90.7
FM. From 6-7. the emphasis will
Ill. on news and educational features, including the Newslire.
Spartan Spectrum and Spartan
Focus programs produced by the
Ra’to-Television News Center.
Ot’u,r tentative programs include
e I ’rum," a 30 minute program cl Blacks in America, a
Mexican-American studies report.
a drug abuse series sponsored by
the Model Cities Program, and a
report from college president

Hobert Burns once 1 55 irk
From 7-10 p.m. KSJS will feature a music-disc jockey format.
There will be one announcer each
night for a three-hour shift, in
an attempt to develop personalities and station identity.
"We will try to be a combination of KSAN music, which features a wide range of styles, and
KSJO announcing style," Reifschneider explained. "Talking will 48SPARTAN DAILY
be kept to a minimum -announcing the records and doing public
service announcements is about
the only talking our disc jockeys
will be doing."
The music featured on KSJS
will be a combination of blues,
jazz, and rock.
The KSJS staff will concentrate on public relations more this
semester than in the past. "There
will be a liaison between KSJS
and the public relations department in the College Union," said
Reifschneider. "We also hope to
publish a daily schedule of programming and we’re Working on
posters and hand-outs to publicize
the station."

Art Center Offers
Award to Winner
Of Poster Contest
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Theater Tradition Colored;
’Green Room’ Is Yellow!
By STEVE SD EASON
Daily Eatertairunent Writer

What,
yellow?

the

"green

room"

, ranges from the brilliant
to the merely excellent!"
Ogar/Berkeley Barb

yellow.
The "green room" is a theater
tradition that has been around
for many centuries. The "green
room" is the actor’s lounge where
he usually goes before a production to relax.
Around the Speech and Drama
Building, it is used quite extensively for resting anytime, bull
sessions, smoking, eating, drinking and serious discussions. There
is hardly a moment in the day
when the "green room" is not
occupied.
Is the change so bad, or even
blasphemous? Some of the students offered these comments.
One said that the previous
color was "a dull green, heavily
nicotine-stained and depressing
Now it’s very cheerful and
doesn’t promote lethargy. However, the trims weren’t changed
and they are still ugly green."
One coed commented that the
change in colors has sexual overtones.
"It’s better than the sickening
green," one coed offered.
"It’s clean, but I hate yellow,"
said another coed who thought she
might like to paint it pale blue.
A few students remarked that

"The thing to do with The
Committee is to go back
again and again and I intend
to. Each time will be different, I’m sure. And funny!"
Gleason /Chronicle

.A city which boasts a Scott
Beach and North Beach is
twice blessed!"
Caen/Chronicle

lire new atarant Angel

Angel

Special
Student Discount!
Phone 392 0807

ghe qionimittee.
It

o

it

It,

10

One coed, gave a very serious
opinion. "In view of the traditional color for the purpose of
the actor resting before he goes
on stage, yellow is the most unsettling color I could think of."
Perhaps the whole feeling of
the new color was summed up
when one person said "No one
said that a "green room" has to
be given."

Play Needs Goat
If anyone has an extra black
goat running around the house,
or knows of a black goat with
theatrical aspirations, he is asked
to contact the Drama Department.
A production called "The Rose
Tattoo," due to open on March
6, needs a live black goat for its
cast. The goat will be "an important symbol" in the production.
The goat will be needed for a
few rehearsals before the opening
performance, so anyone knowing
of or having a black goat to fill
the bill is asked to contact the
department as soon as possible.
The only qualifications that the
goat should have is that it be
black, but there are a few preferences. A gentle goat would be
very nice in the interest of the
rest of the cast. For the same
reason, a female goat would be
appreciated because males have
a tendency to stink.

2 Shows Friday!
9 & 11!

"You can always count on The Committee to be up to date . . . ,ngent
ously Clever .
trrestible . . . you
can bet money on them using their
versatile talents to make you laugh!"
glacien/San Mateo Times

"... the company performs magic
hate,.
ously fascinating . a
storic toppinp deli.
emus to behold!"
McElhatton/KCBS

is capitol
is Angel
Is a new idea
for a new era.
lie New Fnt brings together 26 uncommon talents on two =Nine
albumsone pop, one Angeleach at a special preview price.
The New Spirit is Joe South
is Steve Miller
Is Pink Floyd
Is The Sons
is Jacqueline dii Prb
is Christopher Parkening
is Lorin Hollander
IS Seip Ozawa
...to name atm.
The New Spi itlaunching the music of the Seventieson Capitol or
Angel or both.

the new yellow makes the rest of
the room that wasn’t painted
look "yichch." They noted that
the orange and green chairs
didn’t exactly match the new
color.

3 Shows Saturday!
8:30, 10:30, 12:30!

"Warm! Bright, Witty! Still one of the
best buys in town,"
Sorkin/KSFO

The New Spirit

is

Yes, it’s true. Over the last
weekend someone painted the
once green ’green room" bright

"It is surely the most creative group of people this city hat
ever Seen!" Wasserman/Chronicle

:OA

LIBM

ENTERTAINMENT

Any student may enter the contest. The poster may be any size
and signed by the artist and must
bear the word Montalvo. The
winning poster will be reproduced
and sold to visitors.
All entries must be submitted
to the office at Montalvo by April
1. Additional information may he
obtained from the Montalvo Center, P.O. Box 158, Saratoga. The
phone number is 867-3421,

:Ascii

are.
"John."
"Mary."
"John..."

41k

With the paying of semester
fees, new rent and all those
books, students are usually in.a
financial bind about now.
The Montalvo Center for the
Arts in Saratoga is offering a
remedy. They are holding a poster
contest with a prize of $100.

Ink is U11117

Tlie many flash backs us well
as psychological flashforwards
make the audience see and feel
the emotions of John and Mary.
The relationship is touch-andgo during the whole day. At various times they are sure they have
lust one another.
The intense interaction takes
a positive turn and brings a degree of commitment to the relationship when they decide they
will bring over Mary’s belongings
the next day.
As they romp into bed again
they admit they care for each
other by asking what their names

KSJS’ New Format
Is Casual and Sedate op.

Feminine odor starts internally, and no amount of bathing can remove it. Soap and
water simply can’t reach the
area where the odor starts.
That’s the reason you need
Norforme... the second deodorii." These tiny internal suppositories kill germsstop odor
effectively yet safely. In fact, gentle, doctor-tested Norforms are
so safe and easy to use, you can
use them as often as necessary.
No bath or shower can give
you Norforms’ protection. Get
Norforms, and you’ll feel seLure and odoriree for hours.

rlus tntorti.atty e booklet!

OF

The

Hoffman

Even bathing every day
can’t stop it.

Norwich, N.Y..

SUBSIDIARY

Its LINDA MA. FENLKY
Dallj staff %% riser

Mary.

FREE

gDISTRIBUTORS, INC.

’John and Mary’ Play People-Type Games

Dr William Sutton. a noted
ciliary* on the works of Carl
sandburg and a member of the
of ball State University
III Indiana, is coining to the campus Monday. Feb 16.
Dr. Sutton will speak on the
iirks of Simdburg in rooms A
I it Id of the Spartan Cafeteria
t 1030 Monday morning. The
ir "gram, as a result of Dr. Sutlong-time interest in Sand..
is being sponsored by the
Department.
Although he has actually re, eived a doctorate for his study
,t Sherwood Anderson and his
writing, Dr. Sutton has also FeCeiVed
recognition for his Sand burg lectures.

Norwich

A

Movie Review

Sandburq Expert

STUDENTS
AND
FACULTY

I.

..11

I

.
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Edwards Awarded UK Post
I..ro

the former SJS

sisted the application of these
kinds of tests and I will continue
to do so," the chancellor said.
The 6-foot, 8-inch teacher’s efforts to have Black athletes boycott the 1968 Olympics were
largely unsuccessful.

athletic star who led a partially
successful Black boycott of the
1968 Olympic Games, has been
appointed an acting assistant professor of sociology at UC Berkeley.
Employment of the controversial sociologist, whose dismissal
from a teaching post at SJS was
once unsuccessfully demanded by
Gov. Reagan, will probably be
opposed by some UC regents.
Reagan and DeWitt A. Higgs,
the regents’ chairman, agreed
that Edwards’ employment will
probably be reviewed when the
regents meet Feb. 19 and 20 in
San Francisco.
In a highly unusual move, UC
Berkeley Chancellor Roger W.
Heyns issued a statement supporting Edwards’ employment.
which will begin July 1. Edwards
has a strong backing on the
Berkeley campus, where the sociology department voted overwhelmingly to hire him.
The department’s faculty is
rated best in the nation by the
American Council on Education,
an organization highly respected
in academic circles. Harvard University’s sociology department is
rated second.
Intensive consideration of Edwards’ scholarly abilities revealed
him to be a "young sociologist of
great promise and already substantial achievement," said Dr.
Charles Y. Glock, head of Berkeley’s sociology department.
Rumors of the appointment
have circulated at Berkeley for
several weeks, and Heynswho
said he personally involved himself in the situationhas heard

AFT Striker
’Stripped’?
By JEFF MULLINS
Special to the Dally
Dr. E. E. Rutherford, SJS psychology professor who a year ago
on this campus led faculty members of the local American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and
students in a tumultuous 37-day
strike, says he will call a Press
conference early next week in response to "being stripped of my
tenure, sabbatical and accumulative leave rights."
The tall, soft-spoken ex-AFT
President, said he learned of the
"harsh strike-connected reprimands" early this week.
"It’s cut and dried," said Rutherford, "I have been denied these
important professional necessities
for merely exercising my Constitutional rights."
The 1969 student-faculty strike,
which was partially successful in
its aims, according to Rutherford,
"was conducted to establish the
right of educators in higher education to strike.
"We struck," continued Rutherford, "to fight institutional racism, open college doors to more
minorities and increase STS hiring of Black and Brown educators."
Asked whether Acting President Burns was under any "outside" pressure to fire him, Rutherford remained mute. "I can’t
answer that question," he said.
Rutherford,
meanwhile,
is
scheduled to chair a symposium
Wednesday as part of ’Survival
Fairy’ week activities. The discussion is to deal with San Jose’s
east side minorities and SJS’ role
in their survival.
-

In 1967 he forced cancellation
of an SJS football game by leading a protest related to lack of
housing opportunities for Black
athletes.
Edwards has said his militant
activities are intended to demonstrate that the White majority
must stop taking the services of
Black people for granted.
Before being hired at Berkeley,
Edwards met with the director
of athletics, the football coach
and the basketball coach, as well
as members of the sociology department and campus administrators.
Edwards is a native of East St,
Louis, Ill.

considerable opptysition III hiring
Edwards.

He graduated from SJS in 1964
with a degree in sociology. Two
years later he earned a masters’
degree from Cornell, where he
expects to get his Ph.D. this year.

"Apparently some pe rs ons
would substitute as a criterion for
appointment a mans opinions
about racial and social conditions
in place of scholarship and competence in his field. I have re-

From 1966 to 1968 he was an
instructor in sociology at SJS.
Last year he was a lecturer at
Cornell.
Before teaching at SJS, he was
a star athlete here.

HARRY EDWARDS
. . . former SJS prof

’Love Lotteries’

education and the need to contribute time and money to the
school after graduation," said
Miss Russell,
Miss Russell cited several obstacles to full alumni and student
effectiveness at SJS: (1) No winning football team, (2) fewer
events that encourage student
identity, (3) very little press interest and coverage of alumni
activities, (4) the waning greek
system on this campus, (5) lack
of community concern or identity
with the college, (6) virtually no
communication between alumni
and undergraduates, and (7) a
prevalence of students that consider SJS merely a degree-giving
physical plant.
IMPROVEMENTS
As a beginning toward improving the present situation she proposed: (1) Building an alumni
attitude among in-coming students. Particularly at the high
school level, the attraction of San
Jose State should be stressed.
(2) Show that a college education is more than just books.
Help students to develop the
ability to get along with people
by participating in campus activities. (3) Use campus activities
as a healthy release for student
tension. If the traditional ones
are not relevant today, then
change them to more effectively
meet the student’s needs. And
(4) through active participation
hopefully instill a feeling of good
memories toward this school, so
that graduates will become effective members of the Alumni
Association.
Similar views of the decline in
tradition at SJS are shared by
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Joy, both 1965
graduates of the college.
"I have lots of good memories
from State. When I transferred
to State from junior college in
1963, the greeks were still the
big social thing on campus. I
was urged to go through rush
but didn’t because I already had

Recruiters Plan
Return to SJS

Valentine Origins Told
By VIRGINIA GOLDP:N
Special to the Daily
Young

eligible

males of

the

third centuries were victims of
lotteries just as the young men
of

today are. The nature and
procedure of the drawings, however, are a bit different.
While today’s lottery determines what a young man may be
doing for the next few years of
his life, the lotteries of ancient
Roman days only determined
what girl the young man would
be stuck with for the next year
(which could be almost as bad).
"Love lotteries" were part of
the old Roman pagan festival of
Lupercalia, which is the origin of
our Valentine’s Day. During the
festival, girls’ names were put in
a box and then drawn out by the
boys. This, supposedly, paired off
couples for a whole year, until
the next Lupercalia.
Oddly enough, the man who
originally offered himself as a
valentine had nothing so romantic
in mind. St. Valentine was a
young Roman who was martyred
for refusing to give up Christi.

Traditional Events Suffer at SJS
As Student Apathy Increases
"Most students and recent
graduates of San Jose State have
little feeling of identity with this
school."
According to Connie Russell,
executive director of the San Jose
State Alumni Association, the
above statement is a major reason for a decline of traditional
events and general campus activities at SJS. Events such as homecoming are mainly an undergraduate activity. "Homecoming becomes a focal point for alumni:
an excuse to come back to this
campus." said Miss Russell.
A winning football team makes
the recruiting of alumni and student support much easier. "However, if the undergrads are not
interested in traditional activities
such as homecoming, then interest wanes in the alumni," continued Miss Russell. She repeatedly expressed regret that student apathy for traditional events
is increasing at this college.
Miss Russell gave as an example of alumni apathy the
Alumni Association’s arranged
picinic and post -game party during homecoming this fall. It was
embarrassing because hardly anyone showed up at either event.
Three people came to the postgame party, she said.
YOUNG HERSELF
Very recently an undergraduate herself, Miss Russell is 23
years old and a public relations
graduate from the University of
Southern California. She assumed
the executive director position
directly out of USC. Also a sorority member and active in campus life as a student, she is qualified to speak on current student
attitudes.
"The basic difference between
state and a private school like
USC, is that the private school
depends much more on the alumni for financial support. Therefore, most private schools have
very large and active alumni
associations. Also the strident is
impressed with the value of his
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all the social life I could handle.
Through friends in fraternities
and independents there were
plenty of parties," said Joy.
Mrs. Joy, who entered SJS as
a freshman, said, "It’s unfortunate, but many students used to
enter State as a consolation
prize. That is, either they didn’t
have the money or the grades
to attend one of the big universities. Therefore, many of my
classmates had a negative attitude toward this school.
"We both enjoyed our years at
San Jose State. But, after seeing
the indifference of today’s students, plus the lack of alumni
interest, I’m afraid we’ve also
become somewhat indifferent to
the whole situation," Joy related.

anity. Ile was clubbed and beheaded on February 14, 270 A D.,
the day tha’t was then devoted to
the love lotteries.
According to legend, he left a
farewell noted for the jailer’s
little daughter, who had befriended him in prison, and signed
it "from your Valentine." Poor
old Valentine would certainly be
surprised to find himself a lovers’
saint.
Many signs and symbols connected with Valentine’s Day are
also ancient in their origin. The
red heart, like the red rose, has
signified love and emotion since
early Roman times.
Ribbons and frills have been
associated with romance since the
days of knighthood, when the
young hero in shiny armor rode
into battle with a ribbon or scarf
from his lady fair.
That chubby, naked little boy
with wings and a mischievous
smile known as Cupid, was one
of the gods of mythology whose
name in Latin means "desire."
He possessed a bow with a quiver
of arrows by which he transfixed
the hearts of youths and maidens.
His darts, some of which were
poisonous at the tip, could pierce
anywhere.
Almost everywhere now St.
Valentine’s Day is, outwardly at
least, a much degenerated festival. The whole world loves a
lover, however, and the day is

still set aside for the Patron
Saint of Love, although not nearly as ardently as in the past.
Beaux still send valentines with
colorful printed designs and sentimental verses, candy in red heart.
shaped boxes, and bouquets of
ruses and carnations, but only as
greetings, not as proposals.

Education career days will be
held March 7 and March 14, in
the Ctillege Union Ilallnxim. Representatives of 73 school districts
will be available for interviews
for the 1970-71 school year.
Teacher candidates are asked
to sign up for interview appointments at the Calvet. Planning
and Plueement Center, 122 S.
Ninth St.. beginning Feb. 25
through March 4 from 9 to 5 p.m.
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Send check or money order (add 101 per book to cover postage and handling) to:
PAPERBACK LIBRARY, Dept. C, 315 Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10010

25,000 San Jose State Students Have
$4.5 Million Per Month to Spend
and Part of This Can Be Yours
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JEWISH STUDENTS CENTER
1:30 p.m.
47 So. Fifth St.
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TODAY
Zero Population Growth. Entotoologx Club, 12:30 p.m. Everyone votrit to crowd the College
Union Almaden Rtsim
Iranian Students Organization,
1 p.m., Cli"-Costanitan Room.
Organization of Latin-American Students. 3.30 p m. CU -Mon tilt.. Room.
Intervarsity Christian FellowMip, 7 30 p.m.. CU -Pacifica -A
Room. Ron Kernaghan to speak
cm "Action groups what, why
ond how."
Intercultural stecriag (anionic
Ninth. A
"Z
tee, 7:30 pm.,
get-together for to:vigil and
American students.
Experimental College Seminar
on Butitthism. 7:30 p.m.. 1098
Chapman Bishop Nippo Syaku
speaks on Haiku and Koans.
Pal Chi (Psychology), 8 p.m.
Horne Fa% 1.
iteigistratten Donee. 9 p.m. to

1 a.m.. CU -Ballroom. With California Loose Ends, admission is
$1.75 members, $2 00 non-meita
Isms. id Spartan Orioeci
Fridax Flicks, 7 and 10 p.m.,
Moms Dailey The Loved One.
Admission 50 cents.

Students planning to enroll at
SJS for the fall semester must
now pay a $20 application fee,
according to Dr. David Kagan,
coordinator of admissions services for the California state
colleges.
Kagan noted that the increase
from $10 was approved last November 25. by the Board of Trustees due to increased costs of
processing applications. The increase became effective on February 3.
Application priorities for the
1970 fall term admissions to SJS
began January 2.

Jose

State

t’ollege.

fornia State Colleges.
Gov. Ronald Reagan recommends operational funds of $29.700,401 for SJS in 1970-71. Currently SJS gets more than $13
million for capital outlay.

WEDNESDAlf
Faculty Wives Club. 12 noon,
Village House, Los Gatos. Inventor Frank Armbruster to speak at
luncheon meeting. Call Mrs. Gerald Rialson or Mrs. James Grant
for information and reservations.

Tickets Available
In College Union
For Pop Musical
College

I ’hien Program Board Director,
announced there are still three
tickets available to the Saturday.
Feb. 19 production of "Han’ in
San Francisco.
Because the three tickets are
single seats they will be on sale
for half-price in her office in the
College Union.
She urged those who have tdready purchased tickets to pick
them up some time today.

Band Contest
Monday on KSJS
"Name ’rhe Band Contest" airs
on KSJS starting Monday, Feb.
16.
Students who call in and identhe

I.p.

being played

will

win the record as their prize.
NSJS will give away one 1.p.
evitia night between 7 and 10 p.m.
Winners will pick up their albums at KSJS. The contest will
end Friday. March 13.

Two San Francisco groups, A
B. Skhy and Robert Savage
Group, will be featured with Mu
Lights, Saturday, Feb. 14, in a
dance sponsored by the College
Union Program Board.
The two groups will perform in
the College Union Ballroom from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Both groups received
good
comments
from
Ralph Gleason in the San Francisco critics column.
Admission is $1 for students,
and $2 for non-students. No one
under IS will be admitted.

Swimming Tests
Swimming tests skill be given
in the Women’s Gym at 4 p.m.
on Wednesday, Feb. la; Tuesday. March 3 and Monday,
20. III women wishing exemption from beginning swimpass thIS test.
ming
Interested women shtiold meet
in the Women’s Gym linker
room and bring sal
sing caps.
Suits will he provided,

Next year SJS will be operating on a budget of $339.000. including $150.000 to equip the
business classroom building: $75.000 for corporation yard equipment; $80.000 for utilities: and
$44,000 for a planned remodeling
of the home economies administration building.
Guy. Reagan’s fiscal policy coneerning the State Collette, is p:na
of his "hold the line" state
budget.
State College Chancellor Glenn
::: ti
Dumke proposes coil,
ing be afforded the s.:::.:
that university resemeli
accorded. This Dumkt
is essential if the
of students are to lie s: -.
in the state fiseal
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We are only one block
from campus for your
easy convenience.
We will create a program
for you to make that
"little disappointment"
disappear.

Any one of these is possible
this summer under the Community Ambassador Program of the
LivExperiment in In
edueational
ing, a non-p’ iii
organization.
After extensive preparation,
those accepted into the pipgram
will spend six weeks -with a
family abroad plus two weeks
touring the country or their
choice. Community ambassadors
ean choose from about 40 countries.
Applications for the summer
program must be returned to a
campus representative by Wednesday. April 1. The campus representatives are Miss Virginia
Ellis. Adm 212, and Dr. Raymond
Shinley, CH 138.
The program offers partial
scholarships up to $750, funded
la- local citizens and organizat it its. Scholarship applications are
itISO available from the campus
representatives.
The deadline for the preliminal
scholarship anplioations is

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

SAUNA
INDIVIDUAL
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WEIGHT
REDUCTION
OR GAIN

413 E. SANTA CLARA
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On the beach, at the pool,
or in the sun.
You sow yourself and
so did others.
If you were even a little
disappointed come and

When you know
it’s for keeps
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it -San 1
and
Burgener R -San
viucesi legislathe name of the
tion to
Slit,. COilOttet4 to the
California State University and
Colleges.
The legislation provides the
St . to College ’rrus tees, after con- terat ion from the Coordinat ing
’,mull for Higher Education. to
ge the names of individual
s: ant Colleges to include the
rd "University."
Both legislators said. "It is
s

I’

’ma can aftioltot
Ir’
st,tems like
ford to supp,i:-:
’alifornia,"
i
the Univers0
states Barnes.
Ile adds. ’This bill is directed
at the problem because it will
Provide the recognition of the
teaching function of the State
es that is clearly deserved.
!! obviously negate the
that the only way to
::- !
university status and
enter into a grand
program of researell and doctoral instruction."

All your sharing,
’all your special memories
will be forever
symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name,
Keepsake is in the ring
and on the tag,
you are assured of
fine quality and
lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond
is flawless,
of superb color and
precise modern cut.
Your Keepsake Jeweler
has a choice selection
of many lovely styles.
He’s listed in
the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."
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Ambassador Program To Provide Students
With Opportunity To Visit a Foreign Nation

Have you really looked
at yourself recently?

see

al-

Alpha Phi Omega. 7 p.m., CUCosta:loan Room.

tify

Local Rock Bands
To Headline Show
Tomorrow in Union

San

though third in enrollment, has
the largest budget of the Cali-

MONDAY

Iludziekwitch,

Application
Fee Raised

SJS Budget Largest
Of All State Colleges

Feb. 16. The final appliration is due Wednesday, March
4.
All scholarship hopefuls will
be interviewed twice by the San
Jose area Community Ambassador Committee. The interviews
will be held Feb. 18 and March
7 at San Jose City College.
To ix, eligible, students must
be U.S. citizens below 31 years
of age. They must also maintain
a grade average of B
or (tette.%
Its’ willing to speak about their
experiences to organizations upon
return, and do background reading.
Of three San Jose area students granted scholarships last
year, two were from SJS.

The Experimnet in International Living, founded in 1932, has
headquarters in Putney, Vermont,
and has regional offices and representatives in 45 countries.
%nes Porn $100 to $10.000. P.M Reg A H. Pond Company,

Inr.Est 1892

BA Annual

EUROPE
CHARTERS
Summer Fall
Departing from San Francisco
Roundtrips to London Only $215
One Way to London Only $99

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20 page booklet, "Plannl,g Your Engagement and Wedding"
and full color folder, both for only 25c. Also, tell me how to obtain (ho

44 page Bride’s

Keepsake Book at half price

UCNA CHARTERS
2119 Addison St. =4, Berkeley
(415) 845-7500

n

CO

All money is held in
a bank trust fund

KEEPSAKE

DIAMOND

RINGS,

BOX 90,

SYRACUSE,

N.Y.

13201
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Our Far East policy
brings people
together.
The Jade East manifesto. Its aim: to
bring men and women all over the world
closer together.
Our policy would allow for all sorts

of skirmishes, territorial gains and conquests.
And still keep the peace.
Just put some Jade East on your face
and neck. And anywhere else. If you’ve got
girlfriend, take her out as planned. If
you’re seeing a few girls, do whatever it is
you’re doing.
Now comes the best part. Since all
girls are different, all reactions will be
different. Some will be aggressive. Others,
submissive. But whether our policy leads to
final agreement or not, one thing’s for sure.
The negotiations alone will be worth
the price.

Jade East
Make love, not war.

CONTRACTS
CENTRAL
LOCATION

295-9910

5.70

Palclo...

NOMINAL
CHARGE
NO

beaePful

Spring

Jade East After Shave and Cologne.

